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ind& heart
AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
APRIL 2003
As you might expect, discussions related to war, and to "The War," dominate the campus these days. Our faculty have engaged the issue by setting
aside time in their classes, visiting residence halls at night, and participating in issue-related lunchtime discussions. ASWC compiles and sends weekly
updates to keep students informed of wartime developments. The chapel has continuous prayer times available for all students, as well. In fact, last
week I turned on a news broadcast only to be greeted by our own Michael Le Roy (Political Studies) "live from Washington, D.C.," offering analysis
for a local network affiliate. With this war always before them, our students need to find space where they are engaged but not overwhelmed and where
they are protected but not immune. As is so often the case, this is a situation when leading students well requires us to listen to students carefully. One
of the verses my dad quoted often in my childhood is from Isaiah 52: "How beautiful on the mountain are the feet of those who bring good tidings, who
proclaim peace...." Evidently, the heralds of old kicked up a good bit of dust when returning from the battlefields with news of peace restored. May
we soon hear those glad tidings of peace.
ACADEMICS
You may have noticed from my past reports that this has been a year
in which we've hosted many outside speakers. Importing expertise and
differing perspectives has proven to be a wonderful way for us to stay current
and eclectic in our thinking. Below are some of this month's visitors.
• Artist and author Sabrina Ward Harrison shared her creative work
through collages and journal-writing. Her visit led us to create a HUB
exhibit featuring some of our students' journals along with Harrison's
photographs of the writers.
• Maria Beebe, a consultant with USAID, gave one of our Great Deci-
sions lectures, on Current Issues in Nigeria.
• Also as part of this series, we heard from David Domke, a mass-media
expert and communication professor at the University of Washington.
His topic was The New Patriotism: Political Communication, Protest
and the Price of Democracy.
• Melvin L. Oliver, Jr., vice president of the Asset Building and Com-
munity Development Program at the Ford Foundation, lectured on Al-
leviating Poverty, Building Assets for World-Class Cities. His presentation
was the first ofa three-part series we're hosting along with Bethel A.M.E.
Church to examine community-development issues in Spokane.
• Nathan Brown, managing partner of the Morgan Leigh Group, was
the third of our five Entrepreneur Series speakers this spring. The
series, established recently with a grant from the Seattle-based Her-
bert Jones Foundation, supports our School of Global Commerce
and Management.
• Bernard Kuiten, a representative of the World Trade Organization,
was the Fosseen Distinguished Speaker of International Management.
Bernard surprised me by saying that he has attempted, with some suc-
cess, to enter into dialogue with some WTO protesters, hoping that he
and they might learn from each other in a non-volatile environment.
• Nationally known speaker August Taurek spoke about Spirituality,
Vocation and Business. He came to help us address issues of vocation
as part of our Lilly Foundation grant.
• Finally, in a joint venture with our colleagues at Gonzaga, we are right
in the midst of a series of four lectures on our campuses as part of our
Physics and the God ofAbraham conference. This year's program, which
focused on God and the concept of time, features William Lane Craig,
research professor of philosophy at the Talbot School of Theology, and
Gonzaga President Robert Spitzer, S.J.
If you get this publication in time and are in the Spokane area, we're
hosting some great speakers in April.
• In the midst of his second term as U.S. Poet Laureate, Billy Collins is
Whitworth's 2002-03 Endowed English Reader. He will read from his
works on Friday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium. For more
information, please call (509) 777-3253. I'll report in May on this poet
whom The New York Times describes as "... a charming public reader
who can pack auditoriums."
• As part of the Faith and Work Conference April 9-11 sponsored by
the Weyerhaeuser Center, Laura Nash, senior research fellow in en-
trepreneurship and service management at Harvard Business School,
will speak on Church on Sunday, Work on Monday: The Challenge of
Fusing Christian Values with Business Life; Jack Fortin, director of
lifelong learning at Luther Theological Seminary in St. Paul, Minn.,
will speak on The Congregation as a Catalyst for Taking One's Faith
into the Workplace; and Gregory Pierce, author of Spirituality @Work:
Ten Ways to Balance Your Life On-the-Job, will address Spirituality of
Work: An Oxymoron?
Picture this: My wife (accompanist for our chamber singers) calls
from California, gushing over the Whitworth Choir tour performances
being beautiful beyond belief, the students being a blast, and the weather
being exquisite. Meanwhile, I'm in Fairbanks, where every car in the
hotel parking lot is tethered to an electric hitching post by an extension
cord that keeps the vehicle from turning into a chunk of ice. Well, the
choir's spring tour was a huge success. After performances in Vancouver,
Wash., and Medford, Ore., the groqglifomia stops included Davis,
San Francisco, Saratoga, Lafayette and Yuba City. Led by Interim Direc-
tor of Choral Activities Deborah Hansen, the choir and chamber singers
performed works by such composers as Durufle, Rachmaninoff, Finzi and
Bernstein, as well as spirituals arranged by Keith Hampton and Moses
Hogan. And Fairbanks turned out to be great in every respect. Even the
weather was good. I spoke at the University of Alaska and at First Pres-
byterian Church. Great people!
ENROLLMENT
High-school juniors interested in Whitworth should be sure to check out
Sneak Preview, April 27-28. Students and their parents are invited to visit
campus for this opportunity to see Whitworth up-close and personally, not
to mention nocturnally. Call 509-777-4331 for information. We have great
prices for parents at nearby hotels. Trust me, you'll be ready for the hotel.
The Financial Aid Office has sent out awards to all new first-year and
transfer students who applied by the priority deadline of March 1. If
you know a student who is planning to start at Whitworth this fall who filed
the FAFSA form by the deadline and has not yet heard from the Financial
Aid Office, please have him/her give the financial-aid folks a call at 800-
533-4668. The deadline for renewing students is still May 1, so you can
get your taxes done first.
Our endowed scholarship application deadline has come and gone, and
now we begin reviewing these applications. Because of the large number
of applications, the Financial Aid Office will be able to notify only the recipi-
ents. Thanks to all who provide funds for these special scholarships. They
make a huge difference in our students' lives.
STUDENT LIFE
In student life, April means elections. And after an incredible Spring
Break, our students are ready! Several Whitworth groups took off during
the break; trips included the Hulkamaniacs 2003 World Road Tour, Outdoor
Rec's trip to the Oregon Coast and SERVE's Habitat for Humanity work trip.
Athletics teams and music groups that toured involved a very large number
of students. I'm sure there were other activities of the wackier sort. On my
way back from Fairbanks, I was in the Seattle airport with one student who'd
found a $106 plane ticket to Amsterdam on the Net (sounds like a mistake
that an airline honored) and another student who thought it wise to spend
the night in a covered wagon that stood in ornamental tribute to a Perkins
Pancake House in Ellensburg, Wash. There's a life achievement for you.
RESOURCES
We are busy preparing for the April arrival of one of Whitworth's
most valuable resources — the board of trustees. The biggest issue for
the trustees is whether to start construction on Weyerhaeuser Hall. The
construction-bid market in Spokane is soft, so we're working feverishly to
find the funds that will enable us to move forward now and take advantage
of this while we can.
With the world in great pain, it almost seems profane to ask for finan-
cial gifts. I'm reminded of a cartoon I saw of a scruffy panhandler who
pleaded, "Hey buddy, can you spare 35 dimes for a double-shot hazelnut
latte — skinny?" But that is absolutely not our situation. We are hard at work
preparing the most important antidotes to injustice and evil — our students.
In both our annual fund and our Weyerhaeuser Hall contributions, we have
been hit hard by this economy. So thank you for what you have done and
for anything you are able to do now. It is both humbling and energizing to
know that you stand with us.
We are fortunate that estate-based gifts seem immune to the economy.
They become life-savers when annual-gift dollars recede. This interest-rate
environment is attracting a lot of attention from our more senior alumni and
friends, because whenever you can convert a low-interest-yielding asset
into one paying up to 12 percent, a gift becomes a good investment. If
you'd like to leave a legacy to Whitworth through your estate plans, contact
Kristi Burns (Institutional Advancement) or Joe Dinnison (The Whitworth
Foundation) at 800-532-4668.
ATHLETICS
Nobody outworks Kevin Wang, and it shows. Kevin highlighted Whit-
worth swimming's turn at the NCAA championships by setting an NCAA
Division III record and defending his national title in the 400 individual
medley. His time of 3:54.45 broke the previous national record by three
one-hundredths of a second. He also finished third in the 1,650 freestyle
and 7th in the 500 freestyle to lead the Pirates to a 7th-place team finish
— the best by any Whitworth team to date in NCAA competition. Ryan
Freeman had an outstanding meet as well, earning a third-, a fourth-,
and a 12th-place finish in his races. Serena Fadel finished 5th in the 200
breaststroke and 7th in the 400 I.M., and the Pirate women's medley relays
finished 7th (200) and 9th (400). The Whitworth women finished 19th at
their meet, the highest women's showing ever.
After a confusing decision by the NCAA to grant hosting
to the lower-ranked team, Whitworth's men's basketball team traveled
to Minnesota, where the Bucs were handed a close first-round loss by
Gustavus Adolphus, a team that ended up losing the Division III national
championship game on a last-second basket. But we hung two Northwest
Conference banners for one basketball season, and no NWC school has
done that before. Also, a couple more individual basketball awards came
in. Tiffany Speer was selected First Team All-West Region and Third Team
All-America, and Bryan Depew was selected Second Team All-Region.
The Whitworth baseball team has battled injury (our main stopper,
Kurt Reese and All-NWC DH Marques Molett) and persistent weekend
rains to post a 7-12-1(5-6 in conference) record through the midpoint of
the season. Josh Taylor and the Gebbers brothers (John and Daniel) have
been hitting a ton, while Dan Lundeberg has been great on the mound.
This is a good team, and if they finish strong, as they did last year, they
still have a shot at the playoff chase.
Our softball team is storming back into contention. After a killer begin-
ning against some very tough competition, the Bucs got their first season
win against perennial national power PLU in the fourth and final game of
their series against the Lutes. Aubri Azzarito drove in Amanda Norwood
from second base with two out in the bottom of the seventh to give the
Bucs the 4-3 victory. Since that time, Whitworth is 5-5 and showing daily
signs of improvement. Freshman Jo Sonnett has been outstanding on the
mound, keeping the Pirates in nearly every game she pitches.
Whitworth's track-and-field teams appear capable of returning to the
top of the NVVC standings in 2003. Two Pirates have already provisionally
qualified for the NCAA championships. They are Kristen Shields in the 100
and 200 meters and Jessica Austin in the 3,000 steeplechase. On Saturday
at Boppell Track, Shields broke the school and track records by winning
the 200-meter dash in 25.10 at the Whitworth Invitational. At nearly 100
athletes, this is the largest track-and-field team in Whitworth history.
The women's tennis team is 5-3 overall and 4-0 in the NVVC at the
halfway point of the season. The Pirates could make a run at defending
champion Linfield for the conference title. At the schools' first meeting,
L infield led 4-3 with two matches still under way when play was suspended.
The teams will meet again on April 12 in Oregon. The Jills (Vaughan and
Huibregtse) lead a senior-dominated Whitworth squad.
Men's tennis is 4-6 overall and 1-4 in the conference, but the team heads
into the second half of the season on the momentum of a 3-1 trip to Cali-
fornia. If this young group can pull things together, they have a chance
for their first upper-division finish at the conference tournament in many
years. Chad Dierickx and Tyler Van Horn play at the top of the ladder for
the Pirates.
ALUMNI
Plan now to join English Professor Leonard Oakland and Director
of Alumni and Parent Relations Tad Wisenor on Saturday, May 24, at
First Presbyterian Church in Anchorage, Alaska, for an evening discussion
about life, movies and Whitworth. Brochures and online registration will
be available soon. You lower-48 folks should think about making the trip.
LIU:. is just one month short of the summer solstice, so you'll have
quiet white nights and pre-mosquito-season days.
Online registration is now available for Alumni Family Weekend, to
be held on campus June 20-22. If you haven't yet received a copy of the
Alumni Family Weekend brochure, please contact the Office of Alumni
and Parent Relations at 800-532-4668.
Sometimes I think my nickname should be "Sadim." That's not the
Arabic plural of Saddam; it is "Midas" spelled backwards. I've been
on a little roll lately where whatever I touch turns to dross. It started
just after my first post-surgery trip. I got home from Texas, Los An-
geles, Olympia, Bellevue and Yakima and was greeted with an e-mail
message that included the headlines Whitworth President in Olympia
and Revenue Forecast Drops Another $200 Million. Fortunately, there
was no identifiable connection between the two items, but it felt like a
bad omen. Lately, it seems the harder I work on finding money for our
academic building, the tougher it gets. We have even lost some pledges
to the economy. So, in my prayers these days I'm asking for a cosmic
perspective. I need to stand back, trust God, work hard, and accept the
setbacks. There is so much for which we can be thankful. Whoa: This
very moment, sunshine split the rainy skies. It's probably just the law
of averages, but I'll take it as a sign. Glad tidings and peace to all of
you good friends.
AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
DECEMBER 2 003
Warm holiday greetings to all of you. It's early Saturday morning here in Seattle's sanctum sanctorum (Starbucks). My sequence of events today could
not be any more pleasurable. In a couple of hours Bonnie and I will join Lee and Ginnie Huntsman for breakfast. Lee shifted from provost to interim
president of the UW a year ago. His wisdom and faith always inspire me. My day will also conclude with inspiration, as our choir offers its first Christ-
mas concert under the direction of Marc A. Hafso. I'm sure it will lift Advent in a glorious way. I've been to 55 out of 57 Christmas concerts during
my decade at Whitworth, and I feel cheated for having missed two. Before turning in, I will follow my rule of taking the organist out to dinner after the
first concert. This rule obligates me only if I'm married to the organist. My Christmas thought this year is more of a Christmas question. When Mary
encountered Elizabeth, a bit of an attitude seemed to sneak into her otherwise glorious Magnificat. Utterly understandable is her poetic exaltation of a God
who would choose such a humble maiden to bring forth the Messiah. Less understandable to me is why she took a couple of swipes at the upper class.
She could have made her point and had a prettier song without the digs. Maybe it was a warning more than an attitude. Evidently, Mary was inspired to
make the same point her son made "on the Mount": God's scorecard is pretty much the opposite of culture's. The meek will be rewarded, the proud are
in trouble. Hmm. Thank you so much for befriending Whitworth. May the peace of Christ come to us and to our troubled world.
ACADEMICS
Politics & History Department professors Corliss Slack and John
Yoder have new books out. Corliss has a second volume out, titled
Historical Dictionary of the Crusades. John's book, Popular Political
Culture, Civil Society, and State Crisis in Liberia, draws upon his extensive
research in Africa. With Liberia's recent prominence in the news, this book
is very timely. John also has several entries in a new dictionary of politics,
Political Theories for Students.
We offer warm congratulations to new special-education faculty
member Chang-nam Lee and his wife, Soo. The Lees became U.S.
citizens in November. Both are natives of Korea but have lived in the U.S.
since Chang-nam started work on his Ph.D at the University of Oregon
in the early '90s.
Dan Keberle (Music) has been appointed a senior specialist by the
Fulbright Program, which facilitates exchanges of scholars and students
between the U.S. and other countries. This appointment qualifies Dan as an
on-site consultant for overseas universities that are looking for help with
their music programs. By the way, Nicholas Payton 's performance with our
jazz ensemble, which Dan conducts, was of another world. Unreal.
Jim Waller (Psychology), our Lindaman Chair, has been chosen as
one of 20 scholars (out of 150 who submitted proposals) to be included
in a symposium next month in New York on the psychological interpreta-
tions of war. The meeting will be hosted by the Library of Social Science.
Jim is also scheduled to speak about his book Becoming Evil in Kansas,
Kentucky, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and at WSU. I'm not sure that as a lad
Jim dreamed of the day his name would come up whenever scholars talk
about evil, but that's what's happening. I just read another great review
of his book.
David Olmsted, a senior majoring in computer science, will present
a paper at a computer science conference in Australia later this month.
David's research with Kent Jones (Computer Science) led to a computer
program that can learn various logic functions, including voice recognition.
While it's quite an accomplishment for one of our undergraduates to be
selected to participate in an international conference, David's work does
represent a very significant level of research activity going on between
Whitworth students and faculty. Speaking of voice recognition and students,
it has been so great having freshman Ben King as a student here. Ben is
blind, but he sees far more than most of us, and I'll put my money on him
over any computer when it comes to voice recognition.
Nearly 250 of our students will scatter around the world for Jan Term.
Some of the trips include the study of women's roles in Thailand, business
in Thailand, computer science in the U.K., politics and the church in South
Africa, music and theatre in London, jazz in Rome, and ancient philosophy
in Europe. Additionally, students will head for U.S. sites in Sitka, San
Francisco and Hawaii to meet a month-long multicultural requirement.
A significant number of our students study in foreign lands for a
semester or a full year. Our Office of Academic Affairs sent over recent
e-mail excerpts from two such students. Eric Lystad, a pre-med student
now in Hong Kong, reports that his experiences include giving a brief
speech at a banquet of 3,000 business executives and other leaders who
also heard from Tung Chee-hwa, the island's top government executive.
Josh Rodland, a Spanish/secondary education major who's now in Costa
Rica, wrote, "On Friday night, with two of my friends, I went out to the
beach. It was completely dark except for the sky, full of stars, bright and
shining, and two lightning storms off in the distance. I felt so completely
romanced by God in those moments, with nothing but the sound of the
waves, the flashes of lightning in the distance, and the shooting stars above
my head. Amazing. I can't really explain it; you'll have to wait to see it
in my eyes when I come home."
Two emeriti faculty brought us this year's Ada Redmond Reading, with
Linda Hunt (English) and Pat Stien (Theatre) doing a dramatic presentation
of Linda's book, Bold Spirit. The book, as I mentioned in the September
M&H, tells the remarkable story of a Spokane immigrant woman who made
national headlines a century ago by walking across America on a bet. The
story has captured the hearts of many in our region. In fact, Linda had a live
four-minute interview about her book last week on CNN Primetime.
ENROLLMENT
Parents, watch your mail. Financial Aid Director Wendy Olson reports
that renewal FAFSA application information will be sent out from the
Department of Education to continuing students this month. For students
who listed an e-mail address on the FAFSA last year, the information will
be sent directly to the student via e-mail. Families can submit the renewal
application starting Jan. 1, and can do so online at www.fafsa.ed.gov. A
PIN is required to sign the electronic form. PINs can be obtained any time
by going to www.pin.ed.gov.
If you know students who are interested in Whitworth, encourage
them to apply early. Space in next year's freshman class will likely fill
up faster than ever.
STUDENT LIFE
If you ever have the chance, make sure you take in a concert by
Recycled Percussion. These virtuosos dazzled a packed Graves Gym by
wailing on everything from trashcans to chainsaws and even the kitchen
sink. Their primal energy brought the students to their feet for the en-
tire 90-minute show. On a more mellow note, the jazz group Telepathy
played on Monday night by the fire in Lied Square, with the accompa-
niment of poetry written and read by Whitworth students. In Boppell
Hall, RA Kimmy Benson did a special program called Singleness with
Style, addressing the benefits of a single life, and the place was packed.
Intramural sports are also winding down, with championship games in
volleyball, soccer and basketball. More than 400 students participated
in intramurals this fall. There are just a ton of student events right now.
On my last night home, I went to a wonderful concert by our Jubilation
student dancers, as well as an ASWC Christmas program in the HUB.
On my next night home, I'll go to a Christmas celebration in Arend Hall,
followed by a candlelight Advent communion. These students never sleep.
I never sleep. Eek.
Local merchants are petitioning us to have Parents' Weekend monthly.
What is it about visiting your child at college that just sucks the money
out of your wallet? Thanks again to all the parents who joined us. Your
students loved having you here. (By the way, I had a great time visiting
Bailley in Argentina. My goal was to avoid having a measurable impact
on the country's gross national product.)
RESOURCES
Thanks so much to all of you who have supported us financially this
year. You have put our Whitworth Fund back on track. But to stay on
budget we need very generous giving in December. For normal Americans,
Of Mind and Heart
"Christmas list" refers to what folks can buy for you. For me, it refers
to the December gifts printout, over which I whisper "Thank you!"
several hundred times. The data gathering for our next strategic plan
is identifying some incredible opportunities for Whitworth to have a
national impact in areas where our only obstacle is funding. Please let
us know if you are aware of sources that would be interested in support-
ing Whitworth's great mission. And if you can make a year-end gift, we
would deeply appreciate it.
ATHLETICS
The Whitworth cross-country teams were well represented at the NCAA
Division III Championships. Leslie Nelson became the first NCAA DIII
cross-country All-American in Whitworth history when she finished 14th.
Michael Chuol (103rd place) and Doug Blackburn (116th place) ran well
in their first national championship competition.
The Whitworth football team finished with a record of 4-6 after clos-
ing the season with a resounding 35-0 win over Lewis & Clark. Seniors
Dwayne Tawney (WR) and Cody Lamens (TE) were named first team
All-Northwest Conference on offense, while seniors Matt Meyerson
(DE) and Mel Leary (LB) were selected to the first defensive team.
RB Billy Condon, LB Jonathan Hook and safety Jeremy Scroggins
were second team All-NWC choices, and DT Austin Richard received
honorable mention.
The Whitworth swim teams are off to an outstanding start. The Pirate
women are 5-0, while the men are 4-0. Five Whitworth swimmers have
already posted NCAA qualifying times. Defending NCAA champion
Kevin Wang has already qualified for the 400 individual medley. Sopho-
more Loren Kilgore (1,650 freestyle) and freshman Travis Parker (100
butterfly) have posted provisional qualifying times. Junior All-American
Serena Fadel has made national cuts in the 400 IM and 100 and 200
breaststroke, while freshman Katie Klein has made provisional times
in the 50 and 100 freestyle.
The Whitworth women's basketball team is off to a strong start at 3-1,
including the squad's first-ever win over an NCAA Division I program
(64-62 over Utah Valley State). Junior forwards Sarah Shogren and Tiffany
Speer have been unstoppable, while guards Dani Bielec and Wenchi Liu
create havoc for opponents. Whitworth will have a great opportunity to
make some noise when the Bucs co-host the Whit-Ramada Classic with
Whitman College Dec. 29-30. Gustavus Adolphus, defending champion
of the Minnesota conference, will participate.
The Whitworth men's basketball team is 1-1 this year. Senior forward
Bryan Depew continues to climb the all-time career scoring list (1,459
points), and currently sits in fourth place behind former Pirate greats Rod
McDonald (1964-67), 1,807 points; Jim Doherty (1951-53), 1,726 points;
and Nate Dunham (1994-97), 1,551 points. On Dec.18 & 20-22 the men
will again host the Whitworth Hawaiian Classic, at Honolulu's Chaminade
University. The Pirates will play on 12/20 and 12/22 against Mount St.
Joseph (Ohio) and Thomas More (Kentucky). Thanks to Sports Information
Director Steve "Golden Pen" Flegel for this athletics update.
ALUMNI
Heritage Week 2004 is set for Feb. 3-14 (a long week). It will feature a
lecture by nationally acclaimed philosopher, Whitworth alumnus and all-
around great guy Stephen Davis, '62; a poetry reading by our own award-
winning Laurie Lamon, '78 (English), and the gallery opening of an art show
by Lance Sinnema, '99. In addition, we will celebrate Founder's Day at
Spring Convocation and will host a day-long workshop, Living on Purpose,
with Tom and Christine Sine, on Feb. 14. All of the details on these and
many more events will be mailed to Spokane-area Whitworthians and can
soon be found on the web at www.whitworth.edu/alumni/heritageweek.
From California to our fieldhouse, alumni and friends are invited to
join us for these upcoming basketball receptions: Jan. 3, after the men's
7 p.m. game against UC Santa Cruz at the Cal Tech Invitational, in Pasa-
dena; Jan. 10, annual Alumni Night at the Fieldhouse (free admission for
alumni and families as the men and women take on Willamette at 6 and 8
p.m., with an ice cream social following the second game); Jan. 17, between
games as the men and women take on UPS at 6 and 8 p.m, in Tacoma; and
Feb. 6, between games as the men and women take on Lewis & Clark at
6 and 8 p.m., in Portland.
Visit www.whitworth.edu/alumni/familyweekend.htm for the detailed
schedule of events for our 2004 Alumni Family Weekend, June 18-20.
Please send your letters of recommendation for the 2004 Alumni Awards
to the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations, or visit the alumni webpages
for more details about these annual awards.
It's now Sunday morning, same time, same place, same coffee, and in
a couple hours we'll have brunch with another inspiring president, Phil
Eaton, '65. Phil and his absolutely wonderful wife, Sharon, '64, are at SPU,
and getting together for the concert is an annual ritual we love. Well, the
Christmas concert was simply beautiful. With passion, beauty and techni-
cal mastery, our students beckoned the Savior. It puts a lump in my throat
to think about it. Bravo to Marc Hafso for a great debut. An interesting
change has taken place over the last 10 years for me. The emotions that
always well up during the concert now also precede and follow the music
as I encounter alumni who once stood in the front of the sanctuary and now
stand in lives of commitment. Whether by career or avocation, they have
said yes to the call. I thank God this Christmas season for a front-row seat
that allows me to see more than a concert. And I thank all of you who sup-
port these lives through tuition, gifts, prayer and friendship. The richness
of their music foreshadows the lives they will lead. May you know our
gratitude and Christ's peace in this season.
ind& heart
AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
FEBRUARY 2003
It seems like my last few Mind and Hearts have been a little on the serious side. So after writing the last one, I decided I needed to get back to my
president-lite roots. But this is a heavy hour. I'm sitting in Washington, D.C., one day after the Columbia Shuttle collided tragically with the atmosphere
that so lovingly and, in this case, indiscriminately protects our planet. An American historian has written that our nation was built by explorers, pioneers
and settlers. Today, most of us fall into the settler category, but we still need and exalt those explorers who inch to the very limits of imagination and
technology. They define courage for us. They live on the sharp edge between failure and success, somehow fearing neither. For their unspeakable cour-
age and sacrifice we salute our fallen astronauts. We admire them and thank them. Last night I sat on the floor with a 5-year-old cherub who squealed
with innocent delight as she pounded me in game after relentless game of Candyland. This precious child could not have known that just hours earlier
seven courageous explorers gave themselves for her tomorrow. I'm sure they were thinking more about 5-year-olds than about their own safety when
they climbed into the Columbia. May God be with all their loved ones.
ACADEMICS
I've been gone for 12 days, but! hear that Jan Term ended successfully
and all our traveling students have returned safely. The early reports
are inspiring. For example, one student presented a paper just inside the
same Wittenberg door where Martin Luther nailed his 95 theses in 1517.
Later, this same class listened to one of Dietrich Bonhoeffer's former
students tell of lessons learned from this great hero of the faith. I've also
heard that our first art program to Kenya, led by Gordon Wilson and our
former Fulbright Visiting Scholar, Nicholas Sironka, provided students
with a great immersion in the world of the Maasai and other aspects of
Kenyan culture. I'm anxious to get home and go to the HUB for more Jan
Term accounts.
Dan Keberle (Music) handed the baton of the Spokane Jazz Orches-
tra to renowned conductor Gunther Schuller for a performance last
month. After the concert, Schuller paid high praise to Brent Edstrom (Mu-
sic), the featured pianist. "Spokane and Whitworth have a special treasure
in Brent Edstrom," Schuller said. "I have tried to perform this music in
many places around the world, and Brent is only the second pianist I know
of who can play it so perfectly!"
Not to be outdone by our globetrotting students, two of our faculty
members took Jan Term trips to opposite ends of the world. Kent
McDonald (Religion) presented a paper at Oxford University to the In-
ternational Association for the Study of Youth Ministry. Drawing on his
extensive experience in Kenya, Kent spoke about the loss of adolescent
identity in the African urban home. Kyle Usrey (School of Global Com-
merce) presented ideas on business development and social transformation
at a Youth with a Mission conference, International Business as Mission,
in Thailand.
I have this annoying habit of looking off into space when I'm thinking.
Well, that's exactly what our science students will be doing now that our
Physics Department has received a $20,000 grant from the Johnston-Fix
Foundation to complete the observatory and telescope project on the Sci-
ence Building roof. Students will be able to use the telescope for both
day and night viewing, and they will be able to access the telescope from
the Whitworth website in their classrooms as well. Teachers in the region
will also be welcome to use the telescope from the Whitworth site. Other
funding for this project came from the Carl M. Hansen Foundation.
A couple of weeks ago we had a special visit from Washington
Gov. Gary Locke. After I initiated him with 20 minutes of lobbying,
we left my office to look over the real Whitworth. We talked with Betty
Williams (Education) about the work she's doing with a $500,000 federal
grant to study special-needs education; we met with Susan Mabry and Kent
Jones (Computer Science), along with four of their students to discuss the
high-level research our students are doing in bioinformatics; and we ended
the time in a Human Ecology class taught by Professor Emeritus Dave
Hicks (Biology). The students fired great questions at the governor. We're
very grateful that our state's highest-ranking public servant could see the
excellence that is a part of everyday life at Whitworth.
Over the past few years, we have converted the opening convocation of
spring semester into a Founder's Day celebration as part of Heritage
Week. This year's focus will be on the vital role that women have played
in the college's history. At convocation, Dale Soden (History) will high-
light the contribution women have made during the college's 113 years,
and we will recognize the work of the Whitworth Women's Auxiliary — a
wonderful group of women who over the years have raised thousands of
dollars to furnish our residence halls and make life more livable for our
on-campus students. Other events include a panel discussion on women
in ministry in the Presbyterian Church (led by recently retired education-
faculty member Doris Liebert); a play, Mirror, Mirror: The Body Image
Show, a challenging production by eight Whitworth students and one alumna
about our culture's obsession with physical appearances; and an exhibit
of recent work by Professor Emeritus Pauline Haas (Art). Pauline's show,
The Big and the Small of It, celebrates her 80th birthday and features oil
paintings, pastels, mixed-media creations and drawings; it runs through
Feb. 28 in our Koehler Gallery. She refers to the works as "landscapes as
metaphor," expressions of her response to the death of her husband, Gus,
formerly one of our political science faculty, and of her recent personal
development and growth.
Heritage Week will conclude with the Music Department presenting its
annual Women Composers Concert on Feb. 16, focusing on music for
organ. Featured area organists include Barbara Top Rockwood, emeritus
faculty member Michael Young, James Tevenan, and the dazzling Bonnie
Robinson (I'll pay for that adjective). The concert is free and will take place
at St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 316 E. 24th Ave., in Spokane. For more
information, call (509) 777-4583. I wouldn't miss this concert.
ENROLLMENT
This will be another record-breaking year in applications, so encourage
any potential applicant you know to meet our application deadline of March 1.
I remember looking out my office window on March 1, 1999 and seeing
one of this year's graduating seniors, application in hand, trudging over to
the Admissions Office 10 minutes before it closed. When I commented to
this boy, who shares my last name, that I saw him headed for admissions
"at 4:50 p.m.!," he explained that you always want to give yourself a little
margin. Alas, the sins of the father shall be visited upon the son.
The Financial Aid Office is beginning to review files for the 2003-4
academic year. New students who have applied by the March 1 deadline
will begin to receive their awards in the mail in early April. Continuing
students who meet the May 1 deadline for submitting the FAFSA form will
receive their awards during May and June. If continuing students need sum-
mer aid (which is very limited), their renewal deadline is March 1 ..Morit
scholarships are automatically renewed. Also, parents and students should
check out our updated scholarship and financial aid information pages on
our website.
STUDENT LIFE
El Nifio has been good for our heating bills but bad for skiing. So some
of our students just headed for Canada over Jan Term break and skied four
days in Banff. Jan Term basketball games were great, as always, and stu-
dents who spent Jan Term on campus were able to watch as a Whitworth
star was born. Skylar Gronholz was crowned a winner of Star Search this
month and won $250 for his beat-box skills. I have no idea what this is
about, but congratulations, Slcylar.
RESOURCES
We are sorry to report that a great Whitworth friend, Cliff Mollendorf,
recently passed away at age 94. Not surprisingly, Cliff remembered our
students in his financial planning. In 1993 he established a charitable gift
annuity with The Whitworth Foundation and the balance of approximately
$125,000 will be transferred to Whitworth's Cliff Mollendorf Scholarship
Fund. We have also been notified that Whitworth will receive bequests
from two estates. We will receive unrestricted funds from the estate of
Helen Greiner, '55, and a substantial sum from the estate of Elaine Linden
to establish the Gunnard and Elaine Linden Scholarship. I speak for our
students in expressing profound gratitude for the generosity of these folks
who created living legacies of student support.
Thank you for your many year-end gifts. This economy is battering
gift revenues all over the country, and that includes ours. So we're behind
where we need to be. I'm sure we'll be able to balance this year's budget,
but we don't want to use any unrestricted bequest dollars to do it. Our
practice is to put that money into the endowment for student aid. So we'll
appreciate anything more you can do to support our annual fund. On the
bright side, we are happy to report that we have 42 first-time President's
Club members so far this year. The President's Club includes those who
contribute $1,000 or more annually to the college. We are so grateful to
all of you alumni, parents and friends who sustain us financially as we go
about working on this great mission.
ATHLETICS
(This info comes to you fresh from Sports Info Director Steve Flegel, who
keeps us travelers in the know.)
Whihvorth's swim teams concluded the dual-meet portion of the
season with excellent records. The men finished 7-2 overall and 6-0 in
Northwest Conference meets. The women were 5-4 overall, and 5-1 in
the NWC. The Whitworth men are 24-0 over the last four seasons in dual-
meet competition against NWC opponents. Cory Bergman, Ryan Freeman,
Brandon Johnson, Loren Kilgore, Kevin Wang, Serena Fadel and Jillian
Harbuz have all posted either provisional or automatic qualifying times
for nationals. The NWC swimming championships will be Feb. 14-16 at
Linfield College, and the Pirates expect to do very well at the meet.
Whitworth's women's basketball team has won seven consecutive games
to improve to 14-5 overall and 8-2 in the NWC. The Pirates are tied for
first place and are looking good to make (and maybe host) the conference
playoffs. Sophomore forward Tiffany Speer has been named NWC player
of the week four times this season. She leads the conference in scoring
average (15.4 points per game) and is in the top five in rebounding (7.4
'welt Another super sophomore, Sarah Shogren, is second in the
NWC in rebounds (8.1 per game).
Whitworth's men are ranked 14th in the nation and are 17-2 overall
and 8-2 in the conference. The Bucs continue to hold down first place
in the NWC and are looking to win their first conference title since 1998.
Junior Bryan Depew keeps moving up the list of all-time scorers at Whit-
worth. He is currently 10th all-time, with 1,233 career points. Another
Pirate who is nearing the 1,000-point plateau is Chase Williams, who has
reached 924 points. And guard Scott Bierlink has been a defensive monster
for the Pirates, leading the conference in steals (2.2 per game) and leading
all NWC guards in rebounding (5.7 per game).
Finally, congratulations are in order for Kristen Shields, who became
the first Pirate woman to qualify provisionally for the NCAA Division
III Indoor Track and Field Championships with a time of 7.35 in the 55-
meter dash.
ALUMNI
Whitworth Today Editor Terry Mitchell asked me to let you know that
you'll be receiving the next issue of our alumni magazine in late March
or early April. (For a variety of good reasons, we've changed the W. T.
schedule to early spring and early fall.) Our upcoming issue will explore
the changing face of scholarship at Whitworth.
Only three spaces remain for this summer's educational tour of Ger-
many, Backroads of the Reformation, with Jim Edwards (Religion)
and his wife, Janie. Call Alumni Director Tad Wisenor at 800-532-4668
or visit the alumni web pages for more information.
On Friday, March 14, alumni, parents and friends will gather for dessert
and discussion with director Diana Trotter (Theatre) in the HUB prior
to the performance of our spring production, Waiting for Godot.
During the weekend of March 22-23, plan to join long-time professor
Dick Evans (Music) for a Core 650 presentation, Humor in Music.
Saturday evening, the program will be in the Los Angeles area, moving to
San Diego for a Sunday-afternoon gathering. Brochures have been mailed
and online registration is available.
The acclaimed Whitworth Choir is coming to the Bay Area, Northern
California and Western Oregon this spring. Watch for information in
your mailboxes and on the Whitworth website (www.whitworth.edu),
where we'll be posting dates and venues.
Jim Waller (Psychology) will offer a lecture for New England-area
alumni, parents and friends before a Whitworth dinner on Saturday,
March 22, at Gordon College, outside Boston. Information has been mailed
and online reservations are being taken.
During Spring Break (March 22-30), our instrumental groups will make
their way to the Bay Area on tour. Look for information about specific
venues in the near future.
The Office of Alumni and Parent Relations is currently accepting
nominations for the 2003 Alumni Awards. For more information, call
the office or visit the alumni awards pages of the alumni website.
In the spirit of our upcoming Heritage Week tribute to the women of
Whitworth, I must tell you that our women's football team finished in
the Top 10 nationally at this year's tournament in Las Vegas. As near
as I can determine, 11 teams entered and we finished 10th. We would
call this a rebuilding year, but there is no "re" since we've never done
this before. A group of our Powder-Puff football players simply asked
that wonderful college-student question, "Hey, why not?" So they
gathered, they practiced, they went, and they got their brains beat out.
But they were college students through and through, and you just have
to love that. If you subtract the contributions of Whitworth women of
yesteryear and today, this college would be diminished beyond recogni-
tion. They have been faithful, smart, tough, tender and truthful — and
they still are. Currently, three of our four vice presidents are women.
And on the student side, from our ASWC president and vice president
to our senior-class president and a group of fun-loving female football
players, Whitworth women provide great leadership. Thanks for your
friendship. Pray for peace.
P.S. I'm back home now and a few hours ago the FedEx man handed me
a package in the distinctive shape of a Candyland box. Sure enough, the
trash-talking 5-year-old had sent me the game and a note in her own dis-
tinctive printing: "Plumpy: Better luck next time. Love, Queen Frostine."
Talk about tough women!
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AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
JANUARY 2003
I like January a lot. It's start-over month. The calendar pats us on the back and tells us it's a new day, time for a fresh start. A couple of weeks ago, the
world lost a person who believed that we can have January 365 days a year. Dr. Lewis Smedes, a professor at Fuller Seminary and a hero of mine, died
after a fall. Lew's specialty was teaching people how to forgive. He was fond of saying that when we forgive, we set free two prisoners — the person we
forgive and ourselves. He didn't trivialize the hard work of forgiveness. For Lew, forgiveness doesn't mean forgetting or erasing; it means starting over.
It means January. It means we won't let people's sins against us destroy our relationships. Sounds familiar. Teaching college students to combine high
moral character with forgiving spirits is a challenge. There aren't too many role models out there. But it's worth trying. January in a relationship is even
better than January in a new year. I hope all of you friends of Whitworth have a great 2003, and maybe a few Januarys.
ACADEMICS
Whoever believes that our students tuck themselves behind the "pine-
cone curtain," peeking out at the world only when forced, doesn't know
Whitworth. This past semester, more than 30 courses included community
involvement. Here are four examples:
• Ron Turner (Computer Science) and nearly 50 of his students have
been helping the Spokane Transit Authority think through how it can
make service reductions in light of significantly declining revenues and
a recent voters' defeat that would have given the agency $23 million in
support. The students met with Jim Plaster, STA's director of finance and
administration, to present their research and recommendations. These
Whitworth students are also looking at the special needs of STA's riders
— such as those who have limited incomes and who work late at night
— and are making innovative recommendations involving social-service
agencies and the Spokane Housing Authority.
• As temperatures dropped this fall, Whitworth marketing students
put their business skills into action and held a drive in which they col-
lected 189 coats for Spokane-area residents in need of protection from
winter's chill. Thirty-four students in Associate Professor of Econom-
ics and Business Brad Sago's class planned, developed, and marketed
the coat-drive project, which resulted in a generous response from the
Whitworth community. The Spokane YWCA distributed the coats in
early December.
• Brad Norleen, a senior business major, did a case study of a defense-
industry manufacturer as a part of Craig Hinnenkamp's business-ethics
course. The paper was published in an Air Force magazine, and Brad
ended up with a job as an auditor for the USAF.
• In late autumn, 29 students participated in eight-hour shadowing ex-
periences at local business sites, as the Herbert Jones Foundation Grant
Program for Entrepreneurship and Small Business Studies completed
a very successful inaugural semester. In October, the program offered
a campus- and business-wide community kickoff event with more than
80 participants.
Our alums are also making a difference in the community. Yesterday
xi our local NBC affiliate, Q6, I saw the bright smile of Mike Jones, '99,
who won the Q6 Teacher of the Month Award. Mike, a former Mac Man
if I remember correctly, was fully clothed and duly humble in accepting
the award in front of cheering students at Riverside H.S., where he is the
band- director.
Whitworthians are lifting their voices in our community. Last week
Bonnie and I went to the Spokane Opera Gala that featured Jessica Bow-
ers, '95, as well as a daring solo from Jonelyn Langenstein, '03, and a
duet from seniors Tyson Jenson and Matt Lodge. Also, Jonelyn won the
district audition of the New York Metropolitan Opera and was named the
most talented young singer at the audition. She received a cash award and
will advance to the regional audition in March.
The Spokane and Seattle communities heard many Whitworth voices
perform exquisitely again this year at our annual Christmas concerts.
Debbie Hansen directed a program that drew as many raves as I've ever
heard for this beloved annual event. We're thankful for the 124 students
and all the faculty and staff who participated.
Academic involvement in the community goes beyond Spokane — way
beyond. Amy Lee, a student in our Master of International Management
program, landed a highly competitive internship at the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce. Amy will complete her degree this spring by work-
ing from January through May in the Hong Kong Chamber's international
business development division. She hopes the internship will lead to a
full-time position with an international firm in Asia.
Jan Term offers opportunities for many students to touch the world
community. This year, students will be studying a scientific worldview in
Hawaii; Western civilization from Rome to London; the arts in Rome and
San Francisco; the Protestant Reformation in Germany and Switzerland;
African art in Kenya (with Nicholas Sironka, a Fulbright Scholar who taught
here for a year); prejudice across America, and many other international and
domestic study tours. Many graduates point to Jan Term studies as being
pivotal in their educational lives.
Jim Waller (Psychology) has been appointed to the prestigious Linda-
man Chair, named in honor of former Whitworth president Ed Lin-
daman. This three-year appointment will give Jim the time and resources
to do more of the research and writing that have earned him a burgeoning
national reputation in the area of Holocaust studies and the psychology of
evil. Jim also has the gym-rat reputation of having gone 4.5 years without
passing up a three-point shot, no matter how many people were guarding
him, and no matter how open I was while screaming for him to pass me the
ball so that I could shoot and the world would be right.
ENROLLMENT
Early Action freshman applications for fall are up 31 percent over last
year. This rise is consistent with the enthusiasm for Whitworth that our
admissions folks encountered during their fall travels. I just wish we could
figure out how to serve more students at a lower cost. Limited space has
capped our enrollment, and it has become so expensive to provide a top-
quality education. More beds, classrooms and dollars would do the trick.
Campus Close-Up on Feb. 16-17 will give high-school seniors and par-
ents a special look at Whitworth's academic programs, student life and
campus activities. Students will spend a night in the residence halls, attend
classes, and learn about campus life from Whitworth students. During the
parent program, faculty, staff, and students will be available to answer all
questions, including those your children would be horrified if they knew
you were asking. If you have questions or if you'd like more information,
contact Debbie Harvey in ourAdmissions Office atdharvey@whitworth.edu
or (800) 533-4668.
Ugh. We have a housing crunch this semester. We often scramble for
space in the fall, but this is the first time we've gotten squeezed in the spring.
We apologize to those students who can't get housing on campus. Those
considering application to Whitworth for this fall should be timely about
responding to housing information when it comes, as it is on a first-come,
first-served basis.
In late January, we will be mailing the federal form 1098-T to verify
full- and part-time enrollment. This form is used to support Hope or Lifetime
Learning Tax Credits eligibility. Please consult your tax advisor or go to the
IRS website www.irs.gov for more information on available educational
tax credits.
STUDENT LIFE
Student life in Jan Term is always great. We don't program a ton, as
the call of the ski slopes is strong. Also, the compressed course offerings
are such that students have pretty heavy academic demands. This month
features basketball, swimming, Martin Luther King, Jr., Day activities,
and two wonderful art exhibits: One will celebrate Art Professor Emeritus
Pauline Haas' 80th birthday and the other will feature Spokesman-Review
photographers' works that relate to our theme, "Who is My Neighbor?"
RESOURCES
Thanks so much to those of you who made contributions in December.
Because '02 gifts are still trickling in, we don't have a final number, but
we are very grateful to you. Our ability to support students with financial
aid relies heavily on your generosity. Without a huge endowment, it's chal-
lenging to put Whitworth within financial reach for many of our students.
So thanks very much for your support.
I made reference above to our need for the classroom space that Wey-
erhaeuser Hall will provide. We're chipping away at the final $1.2
million that will allow us to start digging in April. I just got off the phone
with a great Whitworth friend who has pledged $100,000 and wishes to
remain anonymous (not to me, of course; although I would have loved
to have heard him try to disguise his voice with some phony accent or
falsetto). We have really benefited from many gifts at a smaller scale than
this. It's been especially fun to see folks make contributions for named
seats for $1,000. If you would like to name a seat you can contact Nancy
Rau (Institutional Advancement) at nrau@whitworth.edu or (800) 532-
4668 or go to our website, http://wvvw.whitworth.edu/Administration/
InstitutionalAdvancement/Index.asp. Thanks.
In this volatile equities climate, fixed income looks awfully good. This
year, several of our donors chose to close out the year by establishing a
charitable gift annuity with The Whitworth Foundation. For folks over 65,
there are some great benefits to making a planned gift to Whitworth. Joe
Dinnison, our new director of gift planning, would love to talk with you
about your estate plans. You can reach Joe at jdinnison@whitworth.edu
or (509) 777-4363.
ATHLETICS
Whitworth has had an impressive presence in the national rankings
this year. Sports Information Director Steve Flegel reports that of our 10
teams that have competed so far, six have been ranked nationally at some
point (women's cross-country, football, men's soccer, volleyball, men's
basketball and women's basketball). If there were national rankings for
swimming, a seventh (men's swimming) would certainly be ranked.
Conference play begins tonight for the men's basketball team, which is
ranked 14th in the nation with a 9-0 record. The start is Whitworth's best
ever. Three times in the past, the Pirates started 6-0. The national ranking
is also Whitworth's first as a member of NCAA Div. III. The Pirate men
lead the Northwest Conference in several categories, including scoring
average (85.5), points against average (66.6), rebounding margin (+8.4),
and assists per game (19.5).
The women's basketball team is ranked 21st in the latest Div. III poll. The
Pirates are 6-3 heading into NWC play, which also begins tonight. Two
of those losses came against Gonzaga and Lewis-Clark State. Tiffany
Speer and Chrissy Oneal have combined to average 27.3 points and 13.6
rebounds per game, and Sarah Shogren has been awesome, as well. This
team really gets after it.
The swim teams are going through their annual "If you don't drown,
it will help you" killer training period to get ready for the remainder
of the season. The men finished second at the University of Washington
Husky Invitational in early December. Kevin Wang took special pleasure
watching the Div. I swimmers since he was already done, taking first in
the 400 Individual Medley.
He finished true to form. Scott Biglin capped an outstanding Whitworth
football career by being selected as one of the quarterbacks for the Aztec
Bowl. Performing in a manner all of us have come to expect, he directed an
87-yard drive in the final minutes to lead the U.S. team to a 15-9 win over
Mexico. His 11-yard touchdown pass was the game-winner. Scott passed for
50 and ran for 24 of the 87 yards on the winning drive. Playing two quarters,
he completed eight of 11 passes for 81 yards and one touchdown.
ALUMNI
We have quite a few events coming up. I'll list as many as space permits,
then add more next month:
• Alumni, parents and friends will gather in Portland Jan. 25 as the Bucs
take on Lewis and Clark at 6 and 8 p.m. A between-game reception will
be held near courtside.
• Whitworth Theatre will be touring in Oregon and Washington this month.
The production, Mirror, Mirror: The Body Image Show, was written and
developed by Whitworth students. Here are the dates, times and loca-
tions (in Washington unless otherwise noted): Jan. 23, 7 p.m., Mountain
View Presbyterian Church in Marysville; Jan. 24, 7 p.m., North Creek
Presbyterian Church in Mill Creek; Jan. 26,9 a.m., Bethany Presbyterian
Church in Seattle and 7 p.m., Inglewood Presbyterian Church in Bothell;
Jan. 28, 7 p.m., Tualatin Plains Presbyterian Church in Hillsboro, Ore.;
Jan. 29, 7:30 p.m., Chapel Hill Presbyterian Church in Gig Harbor; Jan.
30, 7 p.m., Adventure of Faith Presbyterian Church in Port Orchard.
• I'll be in Washington, D.C., on Sunday, Feb. 2, and I'd love to see you
at a dessert reception in the parlor of National Presbyterian Church at 7
p.m. Postcards with additional details are in the mail.
• On the same day, at the other end of the country, Jim Edwards (Re-
ligion) will be in Santa Ana, Calif. Following Jim's 5 p.m. lecture at
Trinity Presbyterian Church, alumni, parents and friends are invited to
a brief dessert reception. Pastor Alan Landes (father of Stacey Landes,
'03) is pleased to host this event for members of the Southern California
Whitworth community.
• Communications Professor Ron Pyle will host a Core 656' program
Sunday afternoon, Feb. 9, at First Presbyterian Church in Seattle. Ron
will discuss interpersonal communication and relationships. Brochures
are in the mail and online registrations are now being accepted at
www.whitworth.edu/calendars/alumnicalendar.htm.
• Feb. 7-13, the college will celebrate Heritage Week, which includes
the Founder's Day Convocation on Tuesday morning, Feb. 11, at 11
a.m., and a panel discussion on Women in Ministry in the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) that evening in the chapel.
MISCELLANEOUS
We hope you can make the 28th annual Institute of Ministry on July 14-
18. The theme will be "Spiritual Renewal in Pastoral Ministry." This summer's
speakers include Eugene Peterson, Craig Barnes and Marva Dawn. I'll
give you more information about the institute in coming months.
On Jan. 1, 2000, our 17-year-old daughter resolved to go through the year
without eating any fast foods or French fries, slow or fast. She made it. I
resolved not to whine. I made it too, until later that day when I was whining
about what a lame resolution I'd made. Last Sunday I heard Keith Beebe
(Religion) preach a sermon in which he explained how God's covenant with
Abram took into consideration the fact that we are lousy at keeping resolu-
tions. But God, fortunately, has a perfect record. As we enter a year that
is filled with uncertainty, the Whitworth community rests in God's perfect
record of faithfulness. And we thank you for being agents of God's care.
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AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
MARCH 2003
It's a sunny Saturday morning. I'm not where I belong, but I'm home, and that's always good. I've had to cancel five trips over the last 16 days due to
an unexpected back surgery. The reason it was unexpected is that it was my second such operation in two months. It's not a big deal, but it's pretty in-
convenient. I guess I have a disc that started cracking up after a lifetime of sports-related running, jumping and twisting. It was worth it. It's been a good
month at Whitworth. We're encouraged to see what's happening in student achievement, employee satisfaction, athletics success, and applications for
enrollment. So we're happy, but nobody's doing handsprings in this geo-political climate. I'm ready for Lent, my favorite season in the liturgical calendar.
I hope all of you are finding a few spiritual shelters where you can gather yourselves. I've been hearing from a nerve in my back that fragments are bad.
Sometime I get the same message about fragments from my soul. May the peace of Christ knit your heart, mind and soul together in this difficult hour.
ACADEMICS
For some reason, last semester! failed to mention this past fall's Brit-
ish Isles Study Tour. These semester-long tours are great, and this was no
exception. In addition to a rich menu of theatrical productions, students ate
great ethnic food, visited a Hindu temple, got a tour of the Royal Academy
of Dramatic Arts, and toured Hampton Court, Canterbury Cathedral, Strat-
ford and many other historic sites. The students on this particular journey
have raved about the experience.
Above the din of daily epithets, syndicated columnist Leonard Pitts,
Jr., spoke with grace and candor to a full Cowles Auditorium on the
topic of "Choosing Sides." Students, faculty and folks from all over
our region applauded often as Pitts' speech and his answers to questions
covered a wide range of topics such as racism, affirmative action and
the possibility of war in Iraq. He also spent time in classes, with faculty
members and our Black Student Union, and commiserated with any Los
Angeles Lakers fans he could find (who are now so pleased that their
team has won more than they've lost). Other February speakers we were
fortunate to host included:
• Chithra Sukuamaran, from Cochin, India, who enriched our community
with her traditional dancing during a month-long stay as a visiting artist.
She visited classes to teach dance and speak about Indian culture and
gave several public performances.
• David Arnott, professor of management at Dallas Baptist University,
who spoke in classes and gave several other presentations related to
capitalism, Christianity and corporate behavior.
• Kenneth H. Kato, a Spokane resident and acting chief judge of the Wash-
ington Court ofAppeals, who spoke to a business class on current issues
related to international and business law.
• Vijaya Pavani, the first female news correspondent for All-India Radio,
who spoke at our Great Decisions series.
And in March we look forward to:
.• Diversity expert V. Robert Hayles will give a presentation on Current
Issues of Diversity in Business and is slated to be the keynote speaker
at Spokane's third annual Business Diversity Leadership Breakfast.
• Jose Guerrero, a nationally known artist from Chicago, is the Art
Department's first visiting artist in printmaking. Guerrero will create
an edition of prints and will collaborate on a printing matrix with Scott
Kolbo (Art) and students. He will also make a presentation in Faculty
Scholarship Forum and will visit art and modern-language classes.
The Founder's Day celebration I mentioned last month turned out to
be a wonderful recognition of women who have provided powerful
leadership for Whitworth, especially the Women's Auxiliary. Coinciden-
tally, two women won our Founder's Day Scholarship, which was based
on essays on how to strengthen Whitworth's heritage. Christina DesVaux,
a sophomore majoring in religion, described how we could better use art to
beautify and enrich our campus and Sharon Young, a senior in elementary
education, proposed that students who cannot meet their multicultural
requirement by leaving Spokane be allowed to do so by working closely
with one of the diverse communities in our city.
If you're able, make sure you visit the Koehler Gallery for our latest
faculty art exhibit, which runs through April 17. Barbara Fib, Scott
Kolbo and Gordon Wilson, and two of our adjuncts, Jeff Harris and Carl
Stejer, present an eclectic mix of paintings and drawings, mixed media,
artists' books, photography, ceramic sculpture and stained glass. Scott Kolbo
says, "It is an ideal time for people to see the strengths of the department,
and to discover new instructors and media they might not have known
they could learn about in our department."
Ben Brueggemeier '97, became the second of our music education
graduates to be named the Q6 Teacher of the Month this academic
year. Ben, who's now teaching at Spokane's Ferris High School, nabbed
the February honor given by one of our local TV network affiliates. It's
not at all surprising to me that Ben and Mike Jones, '00, the December win-
ner, were chosen for this award. These guys provided leadership in many
areas when they were students here, although I seem to remember them as
hackers in intramural basketball; in fact, I'm pretty sure our faculty team
thumped their teams. Sure, that's probably what happened.
Whitworth educates many wonderful teachers like the two alumni!
just mentioned. I'm positive we say too little about our superb School of
Education. More than 85 percent of our students passed all three parts of
the state basic-skills test in November. That compares to a state average of
78 percent. And each year we have one of the highest job-placement rates
in the state for our first-year teachers.
Whitworth senior Kelsey Rice was recently selected as a finalist for the
prestigious Davies-Jackson Scholarship, which provides two years of
graduate-level study at St. John's College of Cambridge University, England.
Kelsey, a resident of Dryden, Wash., has a 4.0 grade point average and is
a history and English double-major at Whitworth. She is one of only five
students nationwide chosen as Davies-Jackson Scholarship finalists.
ENROLLMENT
Registrar Gary Whisenand keeps sending us reports telling us what
we already know —our enrollment is inching upward. This spring we have
1,783 full-time undergraduates, up 123 from last year. Our total enrollment
is up to 2,141. Retention keeps improving, and that thrills us. I think one
of the reasons for Whitworth's popularity is our desire for our students to
graduate and succeed. When I went to college and heard an administrator
give the hackneyed, "Look to your left, look to your right; one of you won't
make it" welcome-to-college speech, I thought it was a dumb thing to say.
Now I know it is. To lay success and failure exclusively at the feet of our
students is arrogant. We're in this together, and you parents, friends and
supporters are instrumental in making it possible for students to succeed.
The 6th annual invitation-only Faculty Scholarship Competition
program for high-achieving prospective freshmen will be held March
14-15. The two-day event allows participants to compete for two four-yeAr,•
full-tuition academic scholarships.
STUDENT LIFE
February activities centered on the start-up of the second semester,
winning basketball and swim teams, Black History month, and the
Middle-East crisis. ASWC began a column in all residence-hall newslet-
ters that gives students week-to-week information on decisions being made
in our country. Debates and discussions help students get perspective on
world tensions. Some students have been involved in peace marches, some
have attended their ROTC classes, and some are just trying to cope with
the anxiety that we all feel when we think about weapons of mass destruc-
tion, terrorism, 20 million Christians in the Arab world, our soldiers, seven
Presbyterian churches in Baghdad, a wicked dictator, kids in Iraq and the
future of all our children.
RESOURCES
The countdown to April's board meeting has us all hunting for the
final funds needed to start work on Weyerhaeuser Hall. The site is just
begging for a building, and, as I mentioned above, we desperately need
the space. Delighting us on that front is news that the legacy of Marty and
Jean Polhemus will continue through sales proceeds from their retained life
estate. A challenge-match program is being developed for the Polhemuses'
friends and colleagues to participate in this classroom-naming opportunity
in the new building. I know this brings great joy to Jean, who, by the way,
is looking just great these days. And speaking of people who look great,
Margie May Ott (former music faculty member, widow of trustee Franklin
Ott, the grand matriarch of music in Spokane, and the one who called me
every day after my operation to make sure I was behaving) was named
Teacher of the Year by the Music Teachers National Association.
One of the ways we have tried to deal with the rising cost of tuition is
through participation in a top-quality prepaid program. We recently
received word that Tuition Plan has been approved by the IRS. This will
allow parents/grandparents to set aside funds now to pay for a child's
future education at Whitworth or one of the many partner schools. We can
at this time take names of those interested, but the program requires board
approval and won't be ready to roll out until this summer.
ATHLETICS
Shakespeare might have had a winter of discontent, but our winter
has been awfully good over on the west end of campus, with three
Northwest Conference titles (in four sports), three Northwest Conference
Coach of the Year awards, and five Northwest Conference Player/Athlete
of the Year awards.
The men's swim team had outstanding performances at the Northwest
Conference championships. The men won 15 of 18 possible events to
gain their second conference title in three years. Senior Ryan Freeman and
junior Kevin Wang each won three individual events to earn Co-Men's
NWC Swimmer of the Year awards. Freeman set a new meet record in
the 200 backstroke, while Wang demolished the old records in the 400
individual medley and the 1,650 freestyle. Whitworth also set meet records
while winning the 200- and 400-medley relays. Tom Dodd was named the
Northwest Conference Men's Coach of the Year. Along with Ryan and
Kevin, Cory Bergman, Loren Kilgore and Brandon Johnson have qualified
for nationals, and other potential qualifiers include Chris Holmes, Josh
Andrew, and Rhys Birky., •
Whitworth's swimmin' women also performed well, winning eight of
the 18 events. Senior Kristen Satterfield was named the Co-Women's NWC
Swimmer of the Year (with Breanna Trygg of UPS) after winning all three
of her individual events (100, 200 and 500 freestyles). Sophomore Serena
Fadel set meet records while winning the 200 and 400 IMs. Both were also
part of three winning relays. For the first time ever, four women will be
heading to the NCAA Division III Swimming and Diving Championships.
Along with Satterfield and Fadel, Jillian Harbuz and Megan Lambuth were
part of a 200-medley relay that has qualified for the meet.
The Bucs are NWC champs in women's basketball. Sophomore Tiffany
Speer put an exclamation point on the championship-clinching win over
Lewis & Clark by scoring 38 points, the second-highest single-game total
in Whitworth history. Speer was named NWC Player of the Year, and senior
Chrissy Oneal and sophomore Sarah Shogren were named to the All-NWC
Second Team. Helen Higgs was selected as Northwest Conference Coach
of the Year for the third time in her nine seasons. Though the Bucs ran up
against a juggernaut in a PLU team that seemingly couldn't miss a shot in
the game that decided who would go to the NCAA tournament, they had
a great year and finished their championship year with a record of 20-6,
13-3 in conference.
The men (22-3, 13-3) clinched their own NWC basketball title with
a hard-fought win over defending champion Lewis & Clark in the
regular-season finale. They then went on to take care of Willamette,
74-63, gaining an automatic berth in the NCAA Div. III tournament. Junior
Bryan Depew was selected NWC Player of the Year, senior Chase Williams
was voted to the All-NWC first team, and freshman Paul Hafford garnered
honorable mention. In addition, Depew and Williams were two of only five
players selected as Verizon Academic All-District honorees. Each will now
be considered for Academic All-America status. In his second season as
head coach, Jim Hayford was voted NWC Coach of the Year.
I'll cover spring sports in the next issue. Despite the cold weather, base-
ball, tennis, track and field, and softball are up and running.
ALUMNI
Join Dick Evans (Music) for a Core 650 presentation, Humor in Music.
The program will take place in the Los Angeles area Saturday evening,
March 22; then it's on to San Diego for a Sunday-afternoon gathering. To
register online, go to www.whitworth.edu/alumni and click on "Alumni
Calendar."
Jim Waller (Psychology) will offer a lecture for New England area
alumni, parents and friends before a Whitworth dinner on Saturday,
March 22, at Gordon College, outside Boston, Mass. More information
has been mailed and online reservations are being taken.
Members of the Parents Council will meet Saturday, April 12, for lunch
and a business meeting. Director of Admissions Marianne Hansen will be
on hand to discuss ways in which council members can be of assistance to
the Office of Admissions.
Bigger and better than ever before, Alumni Family Weekend 2003 is
set for June 20-22. The revised schedule and online registration form are
now available at www.whitworth.edu/alumni/familyweeeknd2003.htm,
and brochures have been mailed to all alumni. Make sure to reserve the
weekend for an on-campus experience you'll never forget.
I believe strongly that if Whitworth is a great place for people to work,
there's a good chance that it will be a great place for students to go to
college. So it was really encouraging to discover that in the largest survey
ever conducted on the attitudes of employees at Christian workplaces,
Whitworth was named the best workplace in its category of colleges, uni-
versities and seminaries. The survey, commissioned by Christianity Today
magazine and administered by the Best Christian Workplaces Institute,
included responses on various aspects of institutions ' management practices,
including recruitment and retention, communication, environment, perfor-
mance management and benefits. For 10 years I've watched the people of
Whitworth unite around our mission — a mission that contributes to their
sense of satisfaction far more than any of our management practices. I'm
sure we all struggle with elements of work life at Whitworth, and I imagine
this is a particularly hard place for some, but students always come to the
rescue. In silence, whispers and shouts they remind us of our mission, and
that for us, following Christ means serving them. So this warm recognition
felt good, acknowledging all the people who, like so many of you, make
Whitworth a good place to work.
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MAY 2003
I always wait until the morning after graduation to write the May Mind & Heart. On these days I find myself somewhere between reflective and sappy.
It's a good writing mood. Actually, I thought I would be writing this from the sky. I had a Princeton Seminary board meeting scheduled this morning,
to which I was supposed to be transported via a three-legged "red eye." On the way to the airport last night, my throbbing (and recently carved) L5
disc seemed to say, "You cannot stand in one spot, make 453 quarter-turns, shake 453 hands, and ask me to substitute three airplanes for a bed." So I
did a U-turn and headed home. Although we had celebrated with our graduating son at a brief dinner, it was nice to be home when he tucked in another
celebration with the family amidst a string of "I can't believe we made it" Sunday-night parties with his friends.
Well, the 113th commencement weekend was great. Here are some of
the highlights that struck me:
• On Friday night we commissioned our graduates to lives of service.
A very moving liturgy, followed by the communion sacrament, was
consummated when we had the privilege to anoint with oil our seniors
as they go out to serve the world.
• Saturday morning's graduate commencement in Cowles Auditorium
was a great celebration by 114 master's-degree recipients. The address
I gave on the leadership of Jesus can be found on our website.
• I received a note from a dad that summarized what so many parents
felt all weekend. After praising specific members of our faculty and
staff and even mentioning our great food service, he concluded, "We
were surely in the right place.... With great sadness, and even greater
thanksgiving, we leave ...a very special place."
• The growing creativity regarding what can be attached to mortarboards
is certain to draw the attention of animal-rights activists everywhere. John
Houles (Biology) mice, sprinting in their caged mouse wheel atop his
head, will likely prompt a new chapter in "Commencement Guidelines,"
particularly if claims that the mice were mating during my welcome
proves to be true.
• If the weekend had a theme, it was reclaiming reality. In senior Mann
Anderson's moving reflection, Philosophy Professor Forrest Baird's stir-
ring baccalaureate message, my charge to the seniors and Colin Hesse's
senior-speaker "Booyah!" address, it was clear that we cannot allow
cynics and pessimists to define the "real world." Giving hope through
service, compassion and truth is as real as drugs, AIDS and terrorism
— and it lasts longer.
• Federal judge and former trustee Ron Leighton, '73, gave the under-
graduate commencement address, comparing and contrasting the world
greeting graduates in 1973 with what the 2003 grads will encounter. He
challenged the graduates to bring the justice of Jesus to a ready world.
• In my latest (well, only) book, I made reference to our son Ben as
"the boy who means more to me than any male on this earth...." It was
a thrill to put a diploma in his hand. But far more meaningful than his
degree is the mark Whitworth leaves on his life. Like many parents, we
don't know what this guy is going to do professionally, but we are certain
that he will embody the Whitworth mission to honor God, follow Christ
and serve humanity.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
I burned a lot of words on these reflections, so I'll use my summer issue
(end of July) to feature a host of students who won internal and external
awards this spring. I have a list of some of the winners, but I just don't
have the time or room to pull them all together right now.
I do want you to be aware of a special project that has the potential
make a national impact. Archivist Janet Hauck and Project Assistant
Rose Sliger, '02, have just completed an audio documentary project
entitled From Coast and Camp to the Inland Empire: Japanese-American
Evacuation and Relocation to Eastern Washington during World War II.
The documentary compiles oral-history interviews, narration and music
to chronicle the journeys of Japanese Americans, most of whom were
escaping internment by moving from the coast to Eastern Washington;
it takes into special consideration Whitworth alumni of that time. The
project was stimulated by Dale Soden's curiosity about a photo of the
1944 basketball team — a team that was largely made up of students
of Japanese descent. A very moving CD-ROM has been distributed to
nearly 200 schools and colleges in the Inland Northwest and the Seattle
area. The project in its entirety can be found on the Whitworth website,
at the following address: http://www.whitworth.edu/Library/Archives/
CurrentProjects/Coast&Campflndex.htm
Our science program continues to accumulate honors. The Physics
Department received one of three 2003 Heuer Awards for Outstanding
Achievement in Undergraduate Science Education. This award, given an-
nually by the Council of Independent Colleges, recognizes undergraduate
science programs that have made a significant impact on undergraduate
students, improvements in the science program, and service to local schools
through outreach. Along with the honor of receiving this award comes
$10,000 for use by the department.
Sharon Mowry (Education) and Rick Hornor, '70 (Theatre), received
one of three grants in the nation from the Character Education Partner-
ship — for $25,000 this year and $25,000 the following year. These funds
will be used to infuse character-education teaching strategies in all of our
education courses. Partners in this project include Mead and West Valley
school districts. This project should succeed, because nobody is more of
an expert on being a character than Rick Hornor.
April was another good month for speakers at Whitworth.
• Whitworth alum Mark Valeri, '76, professor of church history at Union
Theological Seminary, spoke on Forgiveness and the Party of Humanity
in Jonathan Edwards 'World.
• Writer and scholar Therese Kuoh-Moukoury, from the African country of
Cameroon, gave a reading sponsored by Whitworth's Women's Studies and
Speakers & Artists programs, as well as by the Hewlett Foundation.
• Nigel Davey gave the last of the Entrepreneur Speaker Series presenta-
tions organized by our School of Global Commerce and Management.
Davey is associate director of Spokane's SIRTI and former president of
Johnson Matthey Electronics' $200-million Assembly Products Group.
Our associate dean for academic affairs, Gordon Jackson, has produced
another anthology of quotes. This one, his third, is on leadership, and
is titled Never Scratch a Tiger with a Short Stick — And Other Quotes for
Leaders. The quoteman has done it again. You'll love the book.
ENROLLMENT
We received a record number of freshman applications again this year
(1,895). With the Class of 2007 set, we will be enrolling 425 new fresh-
men this fall. Thanks to all of you who encourage prospective students to
consider Whitworth.
The Admissions Office will be hosting eight picnics/BBQs this summer
to help incoming students connect with the other new students from
their areas. Whitworth staff, alums, and current students will be on hand
for these events in Boise, Denver, Honolulu, Spokane, Seattle (2), Colorado
Springs, and L.A.
STUDENT LIFE
Student Life, as we know it, is over for another academic year; or at
least it was replaced by caffeine and all-nighters as year-end academic re-
quirements descended upon our students. We offer thanks to Senior Class
Coordinator Cristina Moore, ASWC President EmmyLou Taylor; ASWC
Executive VP Stacey Johnson; ASWC Financial VP Tim Frey, and all the
other student leaders who made this a great year. Next year's leaders in
these respective positions are Haley Dove, Ben Metcalf, Matt Duske, and
J.D. Weiss. They'll be excellent.
RESOURCES
Big news! With less than $500,000 to be given or pledged to the con-
struction of Weyerhaeuser Hall, the board has given us approval to have
our contractor, Walker Construction, bid the job. This means that a) we'll
likely start the building in June, b) you have generously donated enough
money for everything except the building endowment and the furniture, and
c) if that other $500,000 doesn't come in, we either won't be able to occupy
the building or we'll get very tired of standing.
Ah, May. It is my most humbling Mind & Heart month. I find myself
in a humorless mood as I write my way down to "Resources." I know
that when I get to this point I have to stop informing and start appealing.
I keep telling myself that I'm giving you the opportunity to participate in
God's good work, but it still feels like a last gasp to meet our annual-fund
goal. Our fiscal year ends June 30, and we're behind where we should be.
Most organizations dependent upon gift income have been battered by the
economy, and we're no exception. Fortunately, our other sources of income
have held up, and we have throttled back expenditures. So if you can help
us make June a good giving month, we'll be okay.
In pursuit of boosting those June donations, Bonnie and I have decided
to make a bit of a gift. I do not like premiums or giving incentives that go
beyond the satisfaction of supporting a mission, but I'm willing to stoop on
occasion. So, I've donated 100 copies of my latest and only book, Leading
People from the Middle, for the first 100 of you who will make an extra gift
to our annual fund. You decide what "extra" means, send your gift, and tell
us if you want the book. We'll send it to you free. Given its sales pace, there
is still an excellent chance of you being the first one on your block to own
this book, but everybody seems to like its voice, whatever that means.
On May 2, Whitworth participated in the premier videoconference over
Virtual Possibilities Network (VPnet), our newly installed high-speed
fiber-optic network. VPnet consists of about 200 miles of optical fiber
donated by Avista Corp. and Columbia Fiber Solutions for use by eight
higher-education institutions in Washington and Idaho. Its mission is "to
foster economic development in the Inland Northwest by facilitating the
creation of and access to a durable high-speed communications network."
The goal is to "enable the launch and subsequent development of new
ideas, innovation and collaboration among participating members with
projects for incubation, education and/or research and development." Jack
Miller (Information Systems) and Ken Pecka (Instructional Resources) are
providing leadership for this project.
ATHLETICS
The Whitworth softball team completed the most successful season in
its young history with an overall record of 18-21 and a Northwest Con-
ference mark of 15-13. Head Coach Teresa Hanson managed to pull this
off with a roster of 14 freshmen and sophomores and one senior, Jessica
Shawley, a great leader. Sophomore outfielder Patti Stranger was named
First Team All-NWC after leading the league in runs scored and stolen bases,
shattering the previous single-season Pirate records. Freshman pitcher Jo
Sonnett also rewrote the Whitworth record book, setting school marks for
wins, earned run average and innings pitched. She received honorable
mention All-NWC.
The Pirate baseball team finished with a record of 15-22-1 overall and
12-11 in the conference, to finish fifth. A season highlight was the three-
game sweep of fourth-place Pacific University in the final home weekend of
the season. The team had four players chosen honorable mentionAll-NWC:
junior catcher Jeremy McMillen, senior 2B Jake Krummel, sophomore 3B
Dan Gebbers, and senior pitcher Josh Mills.
Whitworth's men's and women's track & field teams both finished
second at the Northwest Conference championships. The Pirates had
solid performances from several individuals. Leslie Nelson won the women's
10,000, while the team of Nicole Brown, Sarah Marken, Karen Robnett
and Kristin Shields won the 4x100 relay. On the men's side, Brett Aynsley
won the 400 meters and the team of Bryce McDonnell, Ben Rorem, Jason
Stevens and Dave Warren won the 4x100 relay. Head Coach Toby Schwarz
will accompany seven athletes to the NCAA Division III championships,
and I'll give you a report this summer on the outcome.
The men's tennis team finished fourth at the NWC tournament, and
the highlight of the event for Mike Shanks' team was Whitworth's first win
over Puget Sound since the Loggers joined the conference in 1997. Overall,
Whitworth finished with a record of 8-11. Sophomore Chad Diericicx was
named to the All-NWC team for the second straight season.
The Whitworth women placed second at the NWC tennis tournament.
Head Coach Jo Wagstaff led the team to an overall record of 9-7. Whitworth
defeated Pacific Lutheran and upset #2 seed Lewis & Clark to reach the
finals. Seniors Jill Vaughan and Jill Huibregtse were named All-NWC,
and Vaughan was selected NWC Sportswoman of the Year, for the second
straight season.
Whitworth's assistant men's basketball coach, Rodney Wecker, has
been selected as one of 500 assistant coaches from a field of more than
350,000 across the nation as a winner of the second annual AFLAC National
Assistant Coaches of the Year Award. Weck has done a great job at Whit-
worth for the past 12 years. His nominator, Head Coach Jim Hayford, says,
"Rodney has established himself as one of the premier assistant coaches
in developing individual skills and player improvement." Weck responds,
"At Whitworth, Coach Hayford and I have a great opportunity to teach our
players life lessons on a daily basis. Coaching is a great profession, and
for the past 15 years of college coaching the relationships I've developed
with coaches and players have been an award in themselves."
ALUMNI
Alumni Family Weekend is coming up June 20-22. Visit the website
soon at www.whitworth.edu/alurrini/familyweekend2003.htm for updated
lists of attendees and more details on the weekend's events. Reservations
are still being accepted via mail or through our online registration form.
Contact the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations at 800-532-4668 or
alumni@whitworth.edu for additional information. And don't forget to
mark your calendar for Homecoming, Sept. 26-28.
The new alumni e-mail online directory is better than ever before. You
will now be able to search by name for any individual alumna or alumnus
in the database. In addition, addresses will now be safe from interne spam-
mers seeking to download lists of e-mail addresses from the web. Visit the
alumni pages on the Whitworth website and search for a classmate or add
your e-mail address today.
I have used up my word quota, and my mother-in-law is standing over me
at this very moment. This means I could regret anything I write. So let me
simply thank you and thank God for helping us through a wonderful year.
As we traversed all that is Whitworth College, we faced ourselves, we faced
each other, and we faced God. And we are better for these days together.
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NOVEMBER 2003
One week ago, 600+ parents joined their students for a day of perfect weather, superb Parents' Weekend classes, victories in all three home sports, and
a fabulous theatrical production. Today it's cold, the students are asleep or gone for fall break, and I'm staring at a nasty "to do" list that I have to plow
through before catching a plane to Los Angeles, which, tragically, seems to be burning up. What a difference a week makes. I do want to thank you
parents for visiting your students over Parents' Weekend. They love it and we work hard to make it a good experience. For example, it was just about
this time last week that we ran out of the coffee mugs we had for you; so Assistant Dean of Students Dayna Coleman, after raiding the bookstore's cup
inventory, started harvesting "pre-owned" mugs from her colleagues' offices. Please be assured that she washed the mugs before giving them to you,
and as far as I know, Dayna's co-workers have pretty well rid themselves of all infectious diseases. So if you haven't developed leprosy-like symptoms
by now, I wouldn't worry about your mug. Parents' Weekend always reminds me of the partnership that forms to help students succeed. Parents train,
we educate, and friends help fund. All of this comes behind hard-working students who leave Whitworth and make the world a better place. Thanks for
your faithful friendship.
ACADEMICS classes both days. We're very proud to claim this incredibly accomplished
If Shakespeare had seen director Diana Trotter's rendition of A Mid- artist as an alum, and it will be great to welcome him back.
summer Night's Dream, he would have written African drumming and
dance into the original. After seeing a local troupe perform stunningly
high-energy drum and dance routines, Diana decided to try blending their
music and dance into what many believe is Shakespeare's best comedy.
So she created an African forest as the setting for the play's star-crossed
lovers. And to the cast's delight (and ours), Diana enticed the local per-
formers into teaching our student-actors the dances and joining them to
accompany the performance. What a great show! The choreography, the
set, the costumes, grand performances by the students (I can't start naming
members of the cast without including everyone, so I'll resist the temptation)
— everything came together perfectly. Well, almost everything. As a person
of journalistic honor, I must confess I groaned at the tortured gyrations of
athletics-director-turned-thespian Scott McQuilkin, dancing in an Athenian
tunic. He did, however, deliver his scowling lines scowlingly.
We've had some very interesting guests on campus this fall.
• International entrepreneur David Bussau, who's been described as the
grandfather of the micro-enterprise-development movement, gave two
talks on Christian micro-enterprise development. Bussau, who got his
start in the food and construction industries, is the founder of Opportunity
International, a development organization that has created more than a
million jobs for impoverished people in developing countries. In 2000,
Bussau was named to the list of "Australia's 10 Most Creative Minds"
by Bulletin magazine and was awarded The Order of Australia.
• Anna Schowengerdt, '93, was in Spokane to receive our Alumni
Service Award. She is with Catholic Relief Services in Baghdad, Iraq,
where she leads a program that encourages citizens to participate in
the new government and seeks to foster cooperation and reconciliation
among community members. I found her lecture amazing in its content
and insight, sobering in what she reported about the Iraqis' desperate
conditions and attitude toward the U.S., and inspiring in her optimism
and hope.
• Peter Hunner,'76, brought us his artistry and insights with a public
lecture, and he also met with our art students. Peter and his wife, Maibritt
Jonsson, have worked on the Danish island of Bornholm in their hot-
glass studio, Baltic Sea Glass, for the past 22 years.
• Liberian poet Patricia Jabbeh Wesley, professor of English and creative
writing at Indiana University of Pennsylvania, gave a public reading from
her work. She's the author of Before the Palm Could Bloom: Poems
of Africa, a collection of poems that address the death and destruction
caused by Liberia's civil war.
• Robert Schrire, professor of political science at the University of Cape
Town, in South Africa, gave a public lecture on changes in that country
since the end of apartheid, in 1994. He also spoke in numerous classes
and worked individually with students on their research projects.
• Nationally known Spokane artist Harold Balazs lectured on his exhibit
in Koehler Art Gallery. Two weeks later he installed a grand sculpture,
which we commissioned him to create, in the library plaza. We're very
lucky to enjoy Harold's affection for our art department and we're thrilled
to have his wonderful sculpture grace our campus.
Our string of great visitors continues in a couple of weeks when highly
acclaimed artist Ben Moss, '59, will take time from his duties as the George
Frederick Jewett Professor of Studio Art at Dartmouth College to give a
talk and slide presentation in the chapel on Thursday, Nov. 20, at 7 p.m.
The title of his talk will be Begging to be Blessed. Ben will be meeting
with art students on Nov. 19 for an informal critique, and he'll be visiting
STUDENT LIFE
October was a good month. While the weather was still nice, the intramural
Ultimate Frisbee teams brought vitality and dead grass to The Loop, where
students also watched Pirates of the Caribbean on an outside screen. We
are now gearing up for inside activities, such as the Jars of Clay/Caedmon's
Call concert next week. This event is sold out and promises to be an incred-
ible show. One highlight that I missed last week was a program hosted by
Sheburra Moore, '06, called Diversity at I'veWhitworth. heard that students
were very honest in their comments and experiences, and it was eye-opening
for many students to understand others' points of view. At the conclusion,
one student summed up the experience by saying, "Whitworth has done its
job in bringing us all here together. Now it's our job to make this work."
It's our job, too. Jesus was a champion for a long list of people and groups
that society, and even his disciples, wanted to exclude. If Whitworth dares
to call itself Christian, we'd better have long, open and welcoming arms.
RESOURCES
I just saw our 2002-2003 Annual Report, which sports a great new look
and condensed format for presenting our financials, donor listings and other
institutional highlights from the past year. The report is available online at
www.whitworth.edu/annualreport.
Weyerhaeuser Hall has a lid on it. Fully assembled sections of the roof
structure were lifted into place by crane last week. Now the push is on
to close things up so that interior construction can continue uninterrupted
throughout the winter months. The window openings have now been framed,
so the spacious views of The Loop and of the rolling hills to the north make
us all want to move our offices there. At our last board meeting, the great
trustees of Whitworth pledged funds to complete our interior furnishing
needs. It was an act of deep generosity. Thank you so much, trustees.
We were just about at the coupon-cutting stage. We still have parking-lot
dollars to find, but the building is nearly paid for. If you would like to
view monthly construction updates and photos, check out our website at
www.-whitworth.edu/WeyerhaeusetHall.
ATHLETICS
(The following info is from Sports Information Director Steve Flegel, who
often bails me out when I'm traveling.)
Football enters the final third of the season with a 3-4 record. But the
Pirates have a chance to finish well and build momentum for next season.
Senior WR Dwayne Tawney has set a new Whitworth career record for
receiving yards, breaking the old mark of 2,793 set by All-American Wayne
Ralph from 1983-86. And senior RB Billy Condon continues to extend his
records for career carries (754) and career touchdowns (31).
Volleyball is 9-15 overall and has experienced some growing pains.
Freshman OH Angie Florence leads the team in kills this season (3.1 per
game). Junior Katy Schrader has been solid in the middle, leading the team
in blocks. Sophomore setter Bekah Homor has established herself as one
of the most dangerous setters in the league, and this month she pulled off a
rare triple-double, finishing in double figures in kills, assists and digs.
Women's soccer has been ranked #23 in the nation for three consecu-
tive weeks. The Pirates are 12-4 and still have a chance to qualify for the
NCAA playoffs with a strong finish. Freshman Jael Hagerott has taken
the NWC by storm, ranking second in the conference in total points (31)
with 11 goals and nine assists. Senior Heather Carlson is concluding an
outstanding career on a high note, also ranking among the NWC leaders
in assists. Sophomore Jenn Miller has been solid in goal, posting eight
shutouts this season.
Men's soccer is 10-5 and sits third in the NWC (7-4). Sophomore
forward Jonathan Carlson ranks among the NWC leaders in goals scored,
with seven. Senior Kurt Kagawa and freshman Ali Seyedali rank high in
assists with six. If not for heartbreaking losses at home to league-leading
Linfield (2-1) and UPS (1-0 in overtime), the Whitworth men would be
right in the thick of the NWC championship chase.
Cross-country enters the championship portion of the season with a
great chance to do well. The NCAA West Regional Championships, which
determine who advances to nationals, take place Nov. 15. Last season the
Pirate women finished a close second to Willamette at the conference meet,
but won the regionals and went to nationals. This year only one women's
team from the West Region will qualify for nationals, while three men's
bids are up for grabs. Senior Leslie Nelson and sophomore Kristi Dickey
are running very well for the women, while freshman Michael Chuol and
sophomore Doug Blackburn lead the men.
Whitworth's golf teams played well in their first fall competitions. The
men won the NWC North Invitational, which the Bucs hosted at Spokane
Country Club. The women finished third at the October event. At the
NWC Men's Fall Classic, the Whitworth men finished third against the full
conference lineup. Joe Finley led the way with a sixth-place individual
finish. The women finished seventh at the NWC Women's Fall Classic,
led by sophomore Sarah Shogren, who finished 16th.
ALUMNI
We'll have a series of alumni receptions connected to basketball games
this year: • Dec. 5, fieldhouse: free admission (sponsored by the Crimson
Club) for all alumni at the first home men's game of the season, against
Montana Tech, at 8 p.m. • Dec. 20, Honolulu: reception after the men's
1 p.m. game against Mt. Saint Joseph, at Chaminade University. • Jan. 3,
Pasadena: reception after the men's 7 p.m. game against UC Santa Cruz,
at Cal Tech Invitational (I'll be at this one). • Jan. 10, fieldhouse: annual
Alumni Night. Free admission for alumni/families as the men and women
take on Willamette at 6 and 8 p.m. Ice cream social following the second
game. • Jan. 17, Tacoma: reception between the women's (6 p.m.) and
men's (8 p.m.) games at UPS. Feb. 6, Portland: between-game reception
(after the women's 6 p.m. contest) at Lewis and Clark.
MISCELLANEOUS
I hope you can attend one of this year's Christmas Festival concerts.
This year's concerts, titled God's Grace Is Forever, will be conducted by
our new choral director, Mark Hafso, and will take place on 12/6 at 8 p.m.
and 12/7 at 3 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church in Seattle, and on Friday,
12/12, at 8 p.m. and Saturday, 12/13, at 3 p.m. & 7 p.m., at First Presby-
terian Church in Spokane. The Whitworth Choir, chamber singers, and
Trouveres will perform, with the assistance of brass, wind, and percussion
ensembles. The concert features readings and music that includes works
by Beethoven, Hafso, Mathias, Brotons, and Oilman, as well as traditional
carols. Tickets ($12) may be available at the door, but they go fast, so please
order in advance. For Seattle concerts, call 800-532-4668. In Spokane, call
467-9397 or 325-SEAT, or go online at www.ticketswest.com.
The Whitworth Wind Symphony will present its fall concert Sunday,
Nov. 23, at 4 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium. The program will include
classics by Berlioz, Grainger, Persichetti and Sousa, as well as new works
for wind ensemble by Frank Ticheli, Eric Whitacre and Philip Sparke.
Admission is free, and a free-will offering will be taken to help support
the ensemble's upcoming tour to Hawaii.
Upcoming theatrical productions include Fish Don't Float, presented by
Harris Smith, Nov. 15, 2 and 8 p.m., Stage II, free; Reader's Theatre pres-
ents Last Train to Nibroc, Nov. 17,8 p.m., HUB Game Room, free; Agnes
of God, presented by Christie DuBois, Anne Hitt, and Ariana Mondragon,
Nov. 22-23, 7 p.m., Stage II, Admission $1; Cootie Shots, presented by
—troupeWhitworth!, Dec. 5, 7:30 p.m., Stage II, $1.
I'm in Seat 7C pointed north. It was a good weekend in L.A. I stayed in the
Robinson Room at Chuck and Karlyn Boppells', saw great alumni, friends
and trustees at a President's Club dinner, preached a couple of times, stayed
up way too late with a dear friend, and just sloshed down my 44th cup of
coffee. It was heartbreaking to see the fire-related devastation. Somehow
the people at Westminster Presbyterian in Westlake Village were joyous in
spite of it all, but you know it's rough when the pastor's "prayers for the
people" include insurance companies. Generally, I get home from a trip
like this and dread the next time I have to board a plane. Not so this week.
I can't wait for next Sunday, when I leave on what would be, for any other
reason, a brutal five-day trip that includes over 50 hours of travel time. But
I'm going to Buenos Aires to see our college-sophomore daughter, and
that will turn the worst of travel into a delight. When I'm not consumed
with the sheer joy of being with Bailley, I will be reminded of the sacred
trust we hold in educating young men and women, most of whom have
parents who feel much the way I am feeling right now. Two weeks ago I
found tucked away in an old Bible a letter from my late father to his four
children. I'm sure I hadn't seen the letter for at least 15 years. Toward the
end of it he wrote, "You kids are the most precious thing I've ever laid my




AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
OCTOBER 2003
The next 36 hours look to be pretty crazy. Between this morning and tomorrow night I have to write this Mind & Heart, prepare a speech, fly to L.A.,
give the speech, then fly back just in time for Pirate Night. I hope I don't blow the speech. That's a lot of travel to be bad. Last night about 25 students
came over for dessert. One mentioned what a drag it is to study all night then bomb a test. Exactly. But sometimes fatigue, distraction, bad biorhythms,
and bad-speech flashbacks can leave me pretty empty-headed. Yesterday morning I gave a five-minute devotional on God's gift of newness. It's not
hard for me to remember that God redeems my soul, but I forget that God redeems my yesterday. One of God's better promises is do-overs. Through
the prophet Isaiah God said, "Forget the former things; do not dwell on the past. See, I am doing a new thing!" We want our students' mistakes to teach
them, not bury them. As we move more deeply into this new academic year, I hope all of us at Whitworth are invigorated by the awareness that a clean
slate is not the exclusive property of early September. God's sweet gift of newness just keeps coming at us.
ACADEMICS
Weyerhaeuser Hall is rising and filling in daily. In August! had the joy
of showing the site to Annette Weyerhaeuser. On so many fronts, it was
exhilarating for me. Annette and my late mother were such good friends
at Vassar College that my sister is named after Annette. So I was already
feeling the sense of family that Annette seems to stir in me. But the highlight
of the day was when she said, "I wish Dave could have seen this. He would
be so thrilled with what has happened on this campus." Dave and Annette
Weyerhaeuser are two of God's greatest gifts to Whitworth, and our new
academic building will serve as daily reminders of their leadership.
The heavens are now at our fingertips. While the Walker Construction
folks were in the neighborhood working on Weyerhaeuser Hall, they
took one of their cranes to the Eric Johnston Science Center and plopped
a dome on one of the most advanced telescopes in our region. Thanks
to funding from the Carl M. Hansen Foundation and the Johnston-Fix
Foundation, we'll have this new equipment operational by next summer.
Richard Stevens, the Physics Department chair, reports that the Celestron
14-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope with a CCD (charge-coupled device)
camera is capable of compensating for light pollution, and can even view
objects in our solar system during daylight hours. Moreover, anyone with
an Internet connection will be able to explore the universe with us, sitting
in front of his or her own computer. Amazing.
Backing up the generosity of so many of you who support Whitworth is
a pretty steady flow of grants that support our academic program. This
month Rose Sliger, '02, program coordinator in the Weyerhaeuser Center,
received a $30,000 grant from the Office of the Superintendent for Public
Instruction that will enable her to make a video documentary out of the
amazing CD she did on the Japanese Americans in the Inland Empire during
World War!!. Also, Kent Jones (Computer Science) received an equipment
grant from Xilinx Corporation, for software and circuit boards.
It is rare that I meet a public-school administrator without hearing
some kind of lavish compliment about the teachers that Whitworth
prepares. Now the administrators who think so highly of Whitworth can
enroll in a new M.Ed. program being offered by Graduate Studies in
Education. The program is designed around the Interstate School Lead-
ers' Licensure Consortium standards, which fit well with Whitworth's
mission to endow the principals we train with a very student-centered
philosophy. Whitworth's program was the first one approved by the
Washington State Board of Education.
Whitworth's new entrepreneurship program, funded by a grant from
the Herbert B. Jones Foundation, held a fall kickoff for students and
businesspeople. Prior to the event, Larry Stanley, of Empire Bolt and Screw,
convened the newly formed advisory board, which includes Chris Brand-
kamp, Cyan World, Inc.; Nathan Brown, The Morgan Leigh Group; Marcus
da Silva, Vivato; Nigel Davey, SIRTI; Michelle Dickman, TriGeo Network
Security; Steve Duvoisin, Duvoisin & Associates, LLC; Bill Kalivas, IT for
INTEC; Lon Jasper, Jasper Enterprises; and Kim Pearman-Gilman, Avista. I
know these folks from my work with the Spokane Chamber of Commerce,
and this is a high-powered, creative group. We thank them.
Internationally known jazz trumpeter and Grammy winner Nicholas
Payton will perform in concert with the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble on
Saturday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium. Tickets are $10 and
available from Tickets West, the Whitworth Music Office, and at the door.
Director Dan Keberle says this will be one of Whitworth's most exciting and
entertaining guest-artist concerts ever. Payton will also present a free clinic,
open to the public, on Friday, Nov. 7, at 5:15 p.m. in the Music Building.
I love jazz, probably because my dad did. He was a trumpeter at Louisiana
State University during Huey Long's governorship. For Christmas when!
was a small kid, I gave my dad an Al Hirt album and some toothpaste. He
particularly liked the album. I wish he could be here.
Brent Edstrom (Music) has just published Bill Evans: A Step-by-Step
Breakdown of the Piano Styles and Techniques of a Jazz Legend. Evans
was one of this country's greatest and most influential jazz pianists. This
book also comes with a CD featuring Brent on the piano as he and two
other musicians perform a dozen of Evans' pieces.
And while you're buying our musicians' latest stuff, pick up the new
Whitworth Jazz Ensemble CD, East of the Sun, West of the Moon, from
the Music Department office for $15. This recording, featuring our jazz
band along with student vocalist Erin Tutty, absolutely rocks.
ENROLLMENT
This year, 104 Gates Scholars enrolled in Washington institutions — and
16 of them are at Whitworth. The Gates Foundation, in collaboration with
the Washington Education Foundation, established the Washington State
Achievers Program in 2001. In 2001, five Gates Scholars chose to attend
Whitworth, followed by four in 2002.
This year's total headcount is 2,298; our full-time equivalent is 2,028,
and our full-time undergraduate enrollment is 1,950— pretty close to ideal.
We're very cautious about growth. There is, however, one source of growth
we love, and we always shatter the national standards in this area. Our re-
tention rate this year exceeded 87 percent, and our six-year graduation rate
exceeded 71 percent. There aren't many things in my 10 years at Whitworth
I feel better about than our progress in these areas. For a great faculty, a
skilled and caring student-life staff, and your contributions to financial aid,
I offer deep thanks on behalf of many successful students.
STUDENT LIFE
Homecoming festivities were great! It was sunny and 80 degrees, and
Jackson Williams, ASWC special-events coordinator, outdid himself. The
week featured bizarre dress-up days, eating contests, and a great dance on
the lawn of Hawthorne Hall.
Currently, ASWC is in the process of coordinating issue-oriented
discussions for students that I'll moderate in our living room. ASWC is
also preparing for the Jars of Clay/Caedmon's Call concert at the beginning
of November. Sophomore Colette Reid is spending all her spare time on
making this a success.
Parents' Weekend is October 24-26. You can register by calling us
(509-777-3276). It should be a great weekend of theatre, sports, faculty
presentations and good food. Also, there will be Sunday morning worship
led by our students, with me giving the message.
RESOURCES
Thank you for supporting our Whitworth Fund. We seem to be getting
back on track. In addition to the obvious benefits your support provides our
students, we also get gold stars from judges like U.S. News & World Report
and grant-making foundations for the percentage of alumni who give. For
that reason, our dedicated students conducting the phonathon keep making
those calls. The only bad news of rising retention and graduation rates is
that these big graduating classes flood the alumni denominator with quite a
few debt-laden students — some of whom still give! So you numerators out
there are super-important. Thank you. May your numbers increase.
ATHLETICS
Football is off to a 2-2 start. The Pirate defense, led by linebackers Aaron
Sedler (sophomore), Mel Leary (junior), and Jonathan Hook (junior), has
been outstanding. The offense continues to improve with senior Dwayne
Tawney providing big plays. The two young quarterbacks, sophomore Joe
Gore and freshman Joel Clark, continue to gain confidence and effectiveness
as they rotate running the offense. The Pirates open Northwest Conference
play Oct. 11 with a tough challenge at Willamette.
Volleyball continues to show the brilliance and inconsistency that is
predictable with a very young team. With 11 freshmen/sophomores on
the 12-player roster, the team has shown tremendous promise, despite its
7-9 record. Junior Katy Schrader continues to provide leadership. Fresh-
man Angie Florence is demonstrating that she's already a dangerous player.
And more than 500 of our great fans watched the Bucs win their home
opener against Pacific.
The cross-country teams are looking great, coming off a sweep
of the Pacific Invitational. The women won this NWC champion-
ship preview behind our incredible senior Leslie Nelson, who won
her first individual title of the season. Sophomore Kristi Dickey was
close behind, in fourth place. The Pirate men also won at Pacific.
Freshman Michael Chuol finished second individually, followed by senior
Jesse Stevick and sophomore Doug Blackburn
Women's soccer tied for its best start in school history with a 5-0 mark
against non-conference opponents. The Bucs had to open NWC play with
three road matches, and they lost two. But the win was an impressive
come-from-behind victory over PLU, with two goals late in the second
half. Freshman Jael Hagerott leads the team in assists and total points.
The men's soccer team is 4-3 overall and 1-2 in the NWC after also
having to play its first three conference games on the road. After a
win at Whitman, the Pirates lost hard-fought contests at UPS and PLU.
Sophomore Jonathan Carlson is leading the Pirates in goals scored.
Right before press-time, I want to tuck in thanks to all of you who
supported the Pirate Night auction. I don't know the final totals, but our
friends who sent the Dream-Team ball and other stuff generated a pile of
cash! The spirit of the night was exemplified by my friend Brenda. Her
husband asked her why she doubled the bid on a used refrigerator (with
a Pirate logo), pushing the price to double what it would be new, when
in his wildest imagination he could not fathom how they would use it
or where they would put it. She looked him straight in the eye and said,
"I'm not sure, LeRoy," and then roared with laughter, triggering the same
response in him. Fun!
ALUMNI
Homecoming kept Sodexho hopping, as seven different catered events
and hundreds of diners descended on our campus. I did four welcomes
on Saturday alone. From the first-ever George F. Whitworth Honors Banquet
to the Sam Adams dinner (attended by a huge crew of his fans and former
players, one of whom remarked, "The longer we've been gone, the better
we were") to the attendance of 70+ members of the Class of '93, it was a
great Homecoming with glorious weather.
Now that we have honored a wonderful Class of '03 Alumni Award
winners, it is time to begin collecting nominations for 2004. All of the
details can be found at www.whitworth.edu/alumni/awards.htm. Recipi-
ents of the 2003 Alumni Awards include David Martin, '62, a renowned
architect who volunteers extensively with Compassion in Action, working
primarily in V.A. hospitals; Colleen and Sam Adams, '51 and '52, longtime
supporters of Whitworth Athletics and Young Life. Sam was a successful
student-athlete who later coached football, cross-country and track and field
as a member of the Whitworth staff; Mark Terrell, '94, who founded and
remains active in the Cup of Cool Water Ministry, serving Spokane's street
youth; and Anna Schowengerdt, '93, who has served with Catholic Relief
Services, a worldwide emergency relief agency, in Liberia and Uganda.
She is currently opening a new CRS office in Baghdad.
Join us for dessert on Nov. 8 at 6:45 p.m. with New Orleans trumpeter
and Whitworth Jazz Ensemble guest artist Nicholas Payton. Tickets are $15
and include both the dessert and the concert. Contact the Office of Alumni
and Parent Relations (509-777-3799 or 800-532-4668) for details.
Finally, now's the time to mark your calendar for our annual Christmas
Festival Concerts in Seattle and Spokane. Seattle: Dec. 6,7:30 p.m., and
Dec. 7, 3 p.m., First Presbyterian Church. Spokane: Dec. 12, 8 p.m., and
Dec. 13, 3 p.m. and 7 p.m., First Presbyterian Church. Call 800-532-4668
after Nov. 1 for tickets ($12).
MISCELLANEOUS
Congratulations to Marge Halvorson, voice teacher for many years at
Whitworth, for being named, along with her husband, Bill, a 2003 recipient
of the Spokane Arts Commission's Arts Community Leadership Award.
I had a birthday a few days ago. I got a card from Thelma EnIcema, vet-
eran of quite a few birthdays herself. She wrote in it, "I don't know how
old you are, but you don't look it." Thank you, Thelma. You are a very
discriminating woman.
I'm on my way back to Spokane, believing as I consider the meal before me
that the term "airline food" is an oxymoron. L.A. is great, but the first three
news flashes that greeted me this morning were about candidate Arnold's
groping, Kobe Bryant feeling under the weather (I suppose a felony charge
could do that), and the 405 being backed up to central Oregon. Ah, Spokane.
My speech went okay, although I forgot a key part. The legacy of our late
trustee Marty Polhemus and the kind invitation of current trustee Curtis
Estes placed me in front of 150 Northwestern Mutual Life folks. Even
with my omission I covered a lot of stuff related to corporate America and
leadership, but what triggered the most knowing nods was a reference to the
kind of grace and truth that John attributed to Jesus. Our students responded
similarly at opening convocation. We just can't let culture's relentless stream
of headlines overshadow the fact that countless students, businesspeople
and everyday citizens know that principled lives of grace and truth are the
lives we were made to lead. It's good to be going home to a couple thousand
of those students. Thanks for caring about Whitworth.
mdeart
AN UPDATE FROM WHITWORTH COLLEGE PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON
SEPTEMBER 2003
One week ago we were making final preparations for the arrival of 500+ new students. Two days later the tidal wave hit the beach. Nobody drowned, and
everything went remarkably well. The arrival of students, new and returning, is exhilarating for us. In this kind of work, we carry a sense of readiness
and calling that really cranks up the volume on "now." And, speaking of cranking up the volume, I must report on an excellent decision made by our
Baldwin-Jenkins men. Evidently, they were poised en masse outside our bedroom window in the very wee hours one morning, thinking that Bonnie and
I might enjoy hearing them rehearse their yells. No doubt both we and the entire north end of Spokane would have loved the experience at a more human
hour, but someone thought to check his watch. Good move. This BJ brotherhood symbolizes the remarkable work done by our student-life staff and stu-
dent leaders. Somehow they lead this large collection of new students, who are in many cases nervous and lonely, into rich and supportive relationships
in a matter of a few days. The day after the new students arrived, I listened to senior Steve Badke blow a traditional Scottish tune on the bagpipes as he
led almost 200 students to a formal dinner in the HUB. It was an amazing sight. When Steve was a freshman, he and some of his friends asked me how
you become a leader. Neither they nor I remember what I said, but they are now seniors and leading this campus well. I'm inspired to think that before
long the students marching to the HUB will also be leading us. We are privileged to participate in this great process of growth. Without your support, it
Wouldn't be possible. Thank you for all you do on behalf of these students and Whitworth College.
ACADEMICS
Bold Spirit: Helga Estby's Forgotten Walk across Victorian America, by
recently retired English professor Linda Lawrence Hunt, is all over
the regional best-seller lists. This is the remarkable story of an Eastern
Washington woman and her 18-year-old daughter, who crossed the country
in 1896 in response to a $10,000 challenge that women were too weak
to make the journey. A mother of eight facing hard times, Estby saw the
reward as a means to save the family's homestead. Braving harsh weather
and criticism for bucking social norms and abandoning her family, Estby
and her daughter completed the journey only to learn that the sponsor had
reneged on the bet and refused even to pay their train fare home. I found out
how hot this book is when I was the speaker last month at the University
of Idaho's administrative-leadership retreat. I happened to sit next to the
head of U of I's publishing house, who didn't know where I was from. I
asked him how things were going and he just uncorked on this great new
book of theirs — Linda's book. You can get it through www.amazon.com
or the Whitworth bookstore. By the way, I got the July sales total for my
book sales on Amazon. If you're the person who bought my book that
month, thanks. You kept me from a goose egg.
We welcome 18 new faculty colleagues this year. Some are permanent,
while others are on visiting appointments. Among their ranks are four
alumni: Ben Brody, '98 (Music), Mike Sardinia, '87 (Biology), Steve Schadt
'96 (swim coach, director of the Aquatics Center), and Pete Tucker, '91
(Computer Science). The others are Mary Alberts (director of our Master of
International Management program), Angeles Aller (Spanish), DanAxelsen
(Economics), Keith E. Beebe (Religion), Andrea Donahoe (Psychology),
Jolene Fisher (Athletics Trainer), Marc Hafso (Music), Karin Heller (Re-
ligion), John Larkin (Physics), Changnam Lee (Education), Stephen Oster
(Chemistry), Melissa Sprenlde (English), Lisa Taylor-Laurier (Education),
and Deborah Tully (director of our new degree- completion/elementary-
teacher-certification program).
Whitworth ranked sixth among 126 master's-level universities in the
15-state Western region in U.S. News and World Report's "America's
Best Colleges 2004" issue. Last year the magazine, which annually rates
colleges on academic reputation and quality, positioned Whitworth in a tie
for fifth place with Cal Poly San Luis Obispo and University of Portland.
This year Cal Poly was ranked fifth, with Whitworth in sixth place and the
University of Redlands in seventh. The University of Portland dropped
to eighth. If you count down, we moved up. Last year we were one place
ahead of eighth place. This year we are two places above eighth place.
Even though we made this massive jump, I still am very skeptical about
the validity of these rankings. My issues notwithstanding, I am pleased
that we moved from 11th to sixth in the "Best Value" rankings.
Our 441 freshmen this year have an average high-school GPA of 3.61,
and average SAT scores of 1155. Both of these are slight increases over
last year. In addition, 23 of our students were valedictorians in their high
schools. Franldy, we could make these numbers better if we were will-
ing to lop off some high-potential/low-score students from academically
disadvantaged backgrounds. But I hope we never compromise our values
that way. For example, in less than a week we have seen already the im-
pact of our three "Lost Boys of Sudan," who could have brains the size of
Egypt and still not hope to score high on an SAT test they have to take in
their fifth language. Beyond the Class of '07's numbers, Assistant Dean
of Students Dayna Coleman, who does a superb job running orientation,
reports that this is a really spirited group.
And also on the international front, we have 17 new exchange students.
They're from countries as diverse as Scotland, Mexico, Bulgaria and Uruguay.
We're thrilled to have the richness of backgrounds and perspectives they
bring our way. In addition, we have many of our own students going abroad,
either for a semester or for the full academic year. Their destinations include
the Netherlands, France, La Reunion, Hong Kong and Costa Rica.
ENROLLMENT
Until the 10th day of classes, we can't say exactly where our enrollment
numbers come in, but here's what we know right now:
• Total institutional enrollment is 2,264. This compares with 2,206 last
year, an increase of 58. We expect another 20-30 graduate students by
the time registration closes.
• Full-time undergraduates: 1,934. Last year's number was 1,863.
• Full-time matriculated day students: 1,714. This number will go up as
upper-division students submit independent-study forms, etc. Last year
the number was 1,679, so we are currently up 35 students and will likely
come in up 50-60 students.
• Entering first-time full-time freshmen: 441. We're up six or seven over
last year.
• Entering transfers: 89. This figure will be down roughly a dozen from
last year.
• Retention of last year's freshmen: 88 percent. This number is still tenta-
tive, but it won't go higher.
Nothing in these numbers is alarming, although we were hoping to reduce
slightly rather than increase our freshman numbers. All in all, this is a great
group we have studying here, and we'll accommodate the extra students.
STUDENT LIFE
Orientation of the new students to Whitworth is over and we're all
exhausted. I just had lunch with some freshmen who absolutely loved
orientation, but were really ready for classes to start. If the yell-off and
Mock Rock are any indication, new students are now completely loyal to
their new halls and would fall on their swords for each other (on purpose).
ASWC's club roster is strong, with many offerings and many new students
becoming involved in everything from the Political Activism Club to the
Water Polo Club to Whitworth Missions Fellowship. One of the features
of orientation that students raved about was "Step Afrika." If you're a
parent of a new student, you can expect your child to move with sharply
improved rhythm. This week concludes with the traditional Stewart Lawn
Dance, an outside grass-volleyball tournament, and Music Mayhem, a game
show in which one's music-trivia knowledge is worth prizes of money and
CD players. Thanks to the Student Life staff for their excellence, energy
and endurance.
RESOURCES
We're very encouraged by our start on this year's Whitworth Annual
Fund. Thank you for your support. We, like many not-for-profits, fell off
in annual-fund giving last year, so we're working hard to bring attention
to this need. With that goal in mind, our students are foaming at the mouth
as they prepare for phonathon. Thanks for taking their calls. Many of them
couldn't be here if it weren't for your support. I felt like a jerk last year
when my daughter's university phonathoner called. I was still a bit bummed
that our daughter hadn't followed her siblings' footsteps to Whitworth, so I
was a bit stingy in the warmth category. Wouldn't you know it, this caller
wants to know who our kid is; then, of course, he knows her, raves about
her, and all of a sudden I'm all sweetness and light. Eesh. It's always good
to be nice to these students who work hard for a good cause.
Local alumni and friends have a few more weeks to witness the daz-
zling beds of flowers that illumine our campus entrance. Other floral
additions include flower pots hanging from the lamp posts that line the
south sidewalk of the loop. Very Swiss.
ATHLETICS
It's still a bit early in the season, but Sports Information Director Steve
Flegel reports the following:
Cross-country: Nearly 40 student-athletes have turned out for Coach
Schwarz's cross-country team this fall. Both squads got off to a solid start,
finishing second in the men's and women's competitions in Whitworth's
own Harrier Classic. Leslie Nelson finished second in the women's meet,
while Doug Blackburn finished fourth in the men's race.
Football: Whitworth begins the 2003 season this weekend at Bethel, in
St. Paul, Minn. Coach Tully's squad of 92 players includes 10 defensive
and eight offensive starters returning from 2002. Whitworth was picked
to finish fourth in the very competitive Northwest Conference, but any of
the top four teams could win the title.
Men's soccer: The Pirates hope to improve on last season's third-place finish,
and they have the tools to do it with eight starters back. Coach Bushey's
team will be young but potentially explosive, led by super-sophomores Todd
Sabrowski an-dlonatharita. TheBuCs open 2003 hosting Edgewood
(Wisc.) and Cal State Monterey Bay in the Ramada Invitational.
Women's soccer: Optimism is high that the Pirates can break into the top
three of the NWC. Whitworth returns nine starters, including Heather Sale-
Carlson, Whitworth's leading scorer in each of the last three seasons. The
Bucs got off to a good start with a 1-0 shutout of Carroll College (Mont.)
to open the season.
Volleyball: The young Pirates are looking to surprise the field this season.
They lost all six starters and eight seniors from last season's NWC-title-
winning team, and this year's 11-member squad includes 10 freshmen and
sophomores. But Bekah Hornor and Katy Schrader could be the nucleus
of a new title contender.
ALUMNI
Following our first home football game Sept. 20, Spokane-area gradu-
ates of the last decade (the GOLD Club) are invited to an ice-cream
social at the president's house. That's the white building where I live with
my wife and two recent grads who have boomeranged back home for
a few months. RSVP on the website at www.whitworth.edu/calendar/
alumnicalendar.htm.
Homecoming 2003 is coming up Sept. 26 & 27! It's an early one this
year, so sign up now for all of your events at www.whitworth.edu/alumni/
homecoming.htm. Reunions will be held for friends and fans of SamAdams
and for members of the Class of '93, and all alumni are invited to the first
George F. Whitworth Honors Banquet on Friday night and a "Pirates of
the Caribbean" barbecue before Saturday's football game. Reservations are
required for many of the events, so please respond now.
Friday, Oct. 17, is our fall pre-play dessert, as we enjoy Puck-ish pudding
and other dreamy sweets in the HUB before Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream in Cowles Auditorium. Bonnie and I and some great Whit-
worth friends saw this play in Ashland, Ore., this summer. It's so good.
Join English Professor and Whitworth icon Leonard Oakland in Port-
land Oct. 18 or Seattle Oct. 19 for Films in Our Lives: How We Experience
the Movies, our latest regional Core 650 offering for alumni, parents, and
friends. Brochures will be mailed soon, or contact the Office of Alumni
and Parent Relations for more information.
I've heard great things about the Core 650 Tour to Germany in July
and early August. Thirty-four alumni, parents and friends joined Religion
Professor James Edwards as he drew challenging parallels between the Ger-
man Reformation of the early 1500s and the rise of Nazism in the 1930s.
The group visited eight cities in 12 days, all in record-breaking heat. Jim
beat the heat by reaching the summit of Mt. Eiger with his son, Mark — an
unbelievable feat!
MISCELLANEOUS
A couple of days ago we had the pleasure of hosting Spokane artist Harold
Balazs, who will install a steel sculpture on the Whitworth campus in
September. The sculpture will be dedicated Sept. 27 at 11 a.m. in the library
courtyard as part of Whitworth's Homecoming Weekend festivities.
Pete Hunner, '76, and his wife, Maibritt, founders of Baltic Sea Glass,
off the southern tip of Sweden, have exhibited their work throughout
Europe and have been the subject of several books about their art. Pete
will be on campus Thursday, Sept. 25, and will be lecturing and showing
photos of his artwork at 6 p.m. in the Science Building Auditorium, with
a reception following.
This year's orientation skit featured virtuous pirates searching for the treasure
of mind and heart (it also had me in a wig, though not in drag — another
baby step toward respectability). There is something intangible here that
feels to us very much like a treasure. Two minutes ago I was on the phone
with a student who transferred this year from Whitworth to a great univer-
sity. She called because she misses the treasure. To be sure, her school has
its own wonderful treasure (and treasury!); it's just different from the one
at Whitworth. I don't know exactly how to define it, but I do know how
it's stored. St. Paul said, "We have this treasure in jars of clay, to show
this power is from God, not us." We go about our work as breakable jars
that God has amazingly glued back together.. .again. Within our chips and
cracks, the treasure endures. We are thankful to all those who helped build
this treasure, and to you for your ongoing support of its preservation.
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I'm sitting at O'Hare Airport's Gate C25, where the flight information board is reporting an on-time arrival and 100 degrees at my destination — Spokane.
It's a toss-up as to which is more rare. Of course it's dry heat, much like what you'd find in a microwave. But I love Spokane and I can't wait to get
home. If! obey my laptop's "reminder" window, this flight will be one on which I write as I ride. To those of you new students and parents, the Mind &
Heart is a monthly update that I send out. I try to give you the highlights of life at Whitworth. You'll read about events, achievements, faculty, staff and
students — and if I fail to mention your student, assume it's because he or she is too busy studying or saying prayers to be noticed. We are excited about
this new academic year, and we're confident that the Whitworth experience will lead our students to higher levels of intellectual maturity, deeper levels
of interpersonal fulfillment, and a more loving relationship with God and all creation. Thank you for caring about this place we so love.
ACADEMICS
Our big news is that the northwest border of the campus loop now
displays proudly a big, ugly hole that will be home to a big, beautiful
academic building. Thanks to the generosity of so many of you, we've
now begun construction on what will be our premier academic building.
Weyerhaeuser Hall will accommodate more than 600 students at a time,
in a 240-seat teaching theatre, an 80-seat classroom, and classrooms for
30,40 and 60 students. Faculty and staff occupants include the School of
Global Commerce and Management and the departments of Politics &
History and Sociology. Located on the ground floor will be a seminar room,
the Weyerhaeuser Center for Christian Faith Learning, and the Regional
Learning and Resource Center, which will focus on poverty issues in the
Spokane area. Assuming we receive gifts to cover the final $500,000 needed
for interior furnishings, we'll inhabit the building by fall 2004.
We have just completed an extraordinary Whitworth Institute of
Ministry week. Our three main speakers were nationally known pastor-
professor Craig Barnes, author-pastor Eugene Peterson (best known for
The Message, a very popular contemporary translation of the Bible), and
author-speaker-worship scholar Marva Dawn. In addition to their enrich-
ing sessions, we also heard from several of our own faculty in a series
of workshops: Jerry Sittser (Religion), Dale Soden (History), Jim Waller
(Psychology) and Bill Robinson (interloper). We've heard from many
people that WIM is one of the most valuable and important learning/renewal
opportunities for pastors in the Presbyterian Church (USA). This year we
had 350 people in attendance, with several hundred more community folks
joining us for evening worship each night. Thanks to Terry McGonigal for
leading this important effort.
Our students and faculty have been busy in their academic lives. Laura
Bloxham (English) is one of eight co-authors of a new book that holds
particular interest for colleges like Whitworth. Published by Eerdmans, the
book is titled Mentoring for Mission: Nurturing New Faculty at Church-
Related Colleges. Also, Julia Stronks and John Yoder (both Politics &
History) each wrote guest columns that were published in both The Seattle
Times and The Spokesman-Review this summer. Julia's was a response to
the recent Supreme Court ruling on affirmative action. John's drew upon his
expert knowledge of Liberia in a piece describing what he thought should
be the U.S. role in that African country. And yesterday's mail delivered a
book titled Called to Teach that included a chapter co-authored by Dale
Soden (Politics & History, Weyerhaeuser Center).
I didn't have space in the last Mind & Heart to tell you of the three
graduates who received our top academic award — the President's
Cup — at Commencement in May. This award goes to those rare students
who've spent all of their undergraduate years at Whitworth and finished
with a 4.0 GPA. Our three recipients were Caitlin Clapp, Journalism; An-
nika Herbes, Political Studies and Peace Studies; and Kelsey Rice, who
double-majored in English and History. All three are great young women
who distinguished themselves outside the classroom as well.
Service is also very important to Whitworth. Our Servant Leadership
Award went to Amy Robinson ('03, Olympia, Wash.). The Jef Olson award,
for distinguished community service, was shared this year by Jena Lee ('04,
Colorado Springs, Colo.) and Erik Lystad ('05, University Place, Wash.).
I heard from Erik via e-mail recently, and he's in China now, having a
great time; he won a $12,400 David L. Boren Scholarship that will allow
him to study chemistry, as well as Chinese language and culture, at the
University of Hong Kong for the 2003-04 academic year. He plans to head
on to medical school and then serve as a medical missionary in China.
Kelly Siebe, one of our 2003 graduates who majored in communications,
has been awarded a Fulbright grant to study in the Netherlands. Kelly
will study at the University of Groningen. John Yoder (Politics & History)
notes that the Fulbright is one of the most competitive and prestigious
grants given to graduates of U.S. universities and colleges. Kelly will do
a master's thesis on the relationship between colonialism and women's
travel-writing during the 19th century.
At the graduate level, our Master of International Management
students have received a remarkable array of jobs and awards. For
example, Rafiell Jones was awarded a prestigious Presidential Manage-
ment Internship. He will be leaving for Washington, D.C., this summer
for a paid, two-year, postgraduate assignment with NASA. And Mike
Jazskowiak leaves for Geneva, Switzerland, this summer to participate in
the 41st Geneva Graduate Study Program at the United Nations. Eighty
students are selected from graduate programs around the world to de-
velop and propose policies that address current global issues. To see what
some of our other fine students have achieved, go to the MIM website at
www. whitworth. edu/Academic/Department/SGCM/Index . asp .
We received word that Roland Wurster, a longtime faculty member in
the English Department, died in Seattle on July 28. He was 95. Roland,
who had served as a faculty member and then president of Sheldon Jackson
College in Sitka, Alaska, taught English at Whitworth from 1957 until he
officially retired in 1973. During his time at Whitworth he also served in
other roles, including registrar and assistant to the dean. Also, word came
that Chemistry Professor Emeritus Robert (Bob) Winniford died on July
9, in Oregon. Bob retired from Whitworth in 1984, after 21 years of teach-
ing here. His wife, Georgine, was the director of our health center. Our
prayers are with both families.
ENROLLMENT
We're looking at another record-sized freshman class, up a bit over last
year's group of 433. We were hoping to pull back by a dozen freshmen
rather than add any, but matriculating a class is not an exact science. Further,
the Calvinism that seeps down through our Presbyterian history gives us
confidence that there are no "mistakes" in this class (not to be confused with
"no mistakes by this class"). Our overall full-time undergraduate enrollment
could rise by 50 students. I want to apologize up front for one more year
of rather tight conditions. We're tinkering with some schedules and dining
locations that should smooth out the HUB lines a bit, but we'll all have to
practice some patience until we complete Weyerhaeuser Hall.
STUDENT LIFE
By the time you get this Mind &Heart, new students will have probably
received their orientation packages featuring this year's theme, Cast
Off to the Isle of the Mind & Heart. Each package includes orientation
schedules and student handbooks. Students and parents can also view these
documents online through the Whitworth website. ASWC and student life
will begin their student-leader training in mid-August and will be awaiting
enthusiastically the arrival of all new and returning students. Our residence
halls will open for new students on August 30 at 10 a.m., with strong-
bodied students and some volunteer parents ready to help you move in all
the stuff you brought (and move out all the stuff you can't jam into the
room if you still plan to enter it). The HUB will host a welcome fair from
11 a.m.-2:30 p.m. for new students and their parents. Returning students
will join the festivities at 10 a.m. on Monday, Sept. 1. One of the smartest
things you new students can do is put some sleep in the bank before you
arrive. Your adrenal glands will be squirting non-stop for the first few days
and will mask how worn down you can become. You probably don't want
to put fatigue on top of fatigue before starting college. (For the first time
in seven years I don't have an offspring at Whitworth, so it will take me a
while to break these parenting habits.)
RESOURCES
Thanks to so many of you, we have completed another fiscal year in
the black. We're grateful to those of you who made additional year-end
gifts to The Whitworth Fund, our annual fund, which still ended off signifi-
cantly from what we budgeted and from our 2002 total. Fortunately, solid
enrollment and a very careful eye on expenses kept us in balance. We are
hoping that recent bounces in the economy will revive our unrestricted gift
income. If this year comes in low again, we will have to do some serious
carving on our expense budget.
On the encouraging side of gift income, our alumni-participation rate
held strong, and we saw a 13-percent increase in our overall President's
Club membership for the year; we welcomed 113 new members. The
President's Club is a growing group of supporters who commit to giving
$1,000 over the course of the year to help the college fulfill its mission
of "equipping students to honor God, follow Christ, and serve humanity."
Thank you so much for your support!
The summer work schedule has been full. In addition to Weyerhaeuser
Hall, we have been working on the following:
• HUB storage addition: This sorely needed addition will provide more
space for food-service supplies and furniture to expand the use of the
entire building for campus and off-campus events.
• Parking-lot additions and improvements: Parking and traffic conges-
tion on campus last year were at an all time high. Through expanded
paving adjacent to Boppell Hall and the Village, and more effective
striping in the Dixon and Warren lot, we are adding about 50 parking
stalls to the campus at a relatively low cost and without much impact
to the beautiful grounds.
• Miscellaneous: We've added new furniture for Stewart Hall, done reno-
vation work in Warren and Ballard, completed the exciting project of
laying a new steam line from Dixon to the Music Building, and other
smaller projects.
• Sub-miscellaneous but vital: We will have a new smoothie stand in the
HUB for a quick, "already late for class" bite to eat. In my personal
smoothie creations, I have found that it is possible to cram one's entire
daily requirement of fruits and vegetables in to a morning paste-like
mess and live with the illusion of a healthy foundation that gives me
nutritional immunity for the rest of the day. Life is good.
ATHLETICS
Pre-season for fall sports is starting soon. We hope the weather will cool
down before two-a-days begin. My "moles" in athletics seem to vanish
right before the 15-hour days of pre-season. So I'll wait until September
to give you the team-by-team rundowns.
Jessica Austin and Kristen Shields have been named to the 2003 Verizon
Academic All-America College Division Cross-Country/Track & Field
Second Team. Kristen, a mathematics major from Grand Coulee, Wash.,
completed her junior year with a 4.0 cumulative GPA. Shields set a new
Whitworth record (12.16) while earning All-America status in the 100 at
the NCAA Division III Championships. She also set new Pirate records in
the 200 and 4x100 relay this spring. Jessica, from Superior, Mont., gradu-
ated with a cumulative GPA of 3.95 in the fields of math and education.
She set a new school record this spring in the 3,000 steeplechase. She was
also a key runner on Whitworth's women's cross-country team, which won
the NCAA West Regional and advanced to its first team appearance at the
NCAA Division III Championships.
ALUMNI
Bonnie and I will be hosting alumni, parents and friends at a Mon-
day evening dessert reception on Sept. 8 at First Presbyterian Church in
Colorado Springs at 7 p.m. We'd love to have you join us! Let us know if
you can make it. Call 509-777-3799, 800-532-4668, or register online at
www.whitworth.edu/calendar/alumnicalendarltm.
Now that I've completed a decade at Whitworth, we thought it would
be fun to host graduates of the last decade (our GOLD folks) for ice
cream following the first home football game of the season, on Saturday
afternoon, Sept. 20. You know where I live.
A big weekend of activities awaits visiting alumni the weekend of
Sept. 26-28. From the George F. Whitworth Honors Banquet on Friday
to worship and brunch on Sunday, it will be a weekend packed with ath-
letics, fun, great food and good memories. If you don't have a brochure,
contact the alumni office at 800-532-4668 or check out the website at
www.whitworth.edu/alumni/homecoming.htm. Online registrations are
now being accepted.
MISCELLANEOUS
Beginning this month, we're launching an electronic version of Mind
& Heart that contains links to additional information online and is easier
to forward on to friends and family (which I can't imagine why anyone
would do, but some folks currently get this by e-mail for that reason). To
start with, all 2003 graduates will receive the electronic version, while
all other recipients will continue to receive the print version. But we're
happy to send you the newsletter in whichever format you prefer, or in
both formats. Just log on to www.whitworth.edu/mind&heart and indicate
your preference, or call June Hanson at (800) 532-4668 or (509) 777-
4343. You can also give me your feedback directly by e-mailing me at
wrobinson@whitworth.edu.
This has been a big summer for weddings. Must be the heat. The most famous
wedding in the Bible is the one at Cana of Galilee, where Jesus performed
his first public miracle — turning water into wine. I've always thought this
feat to be a rather odd way to make a first impression. Isn't it a bit holier to
give sight to the blind than to turn six huge pots of water into 150 gallons
of wine at a party? But I've come to believe that it was the perfect miracle
in the perfect setting. It was a transforming miracle (water into wine) at a
transforming event (two individuals mystically united in marriage). If you
ask our board chair, Chuck Boppell, '65, why he supports Whitworth, you
can count on hearing something about students being "transformed." And
he's right. We are uncompromisingly committed to helping our students
reach grand intellectual heights, and with remarkable frequency we see
hearts joining minds in life transformations. It's inspiring. Thank you so
much for joining us in this high calling.
